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INTRODUCTION

The conteht of this thE~sisis primarily an exposition and

analysis of the philosophical development of Bergson's conception

of lila duree" or duration.

We shall trace the devEdopment of this concept of time from

a basic distinctipn between thE! categories of quality and quantity

in the description of our conscious experience. Our ordinary notion

of time, 'clock'time, Bergson argues, is actually a fabrication of

the intellect, due to the spatializing activity of the mind upon

the concrete flow of experienCE!. Real time or duration, is quite

unlike the concept of time formed by the intellect; duration is

that fundamental changing reality in which all things participate

and from which all are derived; it is a continual flow, a creative

growth - basically succession smd change.

As the intellect is by nature unable to comprehend living

forces - our conscious experience, real change, duration - we must

develop a new method - that of intuition - in order to grasp this

reality. Intellect is reserved for the domain of science andin

tuition, for philosophy. Bergscm explains in this development how

1.
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it is that langtJaige, a result of the spatializing of the mind,

is largely responsible for the distortion and misunderstanding of

reality - confusiJon between su1bjectivestates and objective conditions,

quality and quantity, the fundamental self and the superficial self,

and betw'een space and time.

It is the nature and function of language with which I

shallbe particularly concerned in the course of development.11y aim

in the concluding chapter is tlO demonstrate that the problems with

Belrgson.' s conception of time are largely a result of an incorrect

understanding of language, its nature and use, and of intelligence.



CHAPTER I

SECTION I

At the outset Bergson establishes a radical distinction be

tween quality and quantity in the description of conscious experience.

This distinction its developed through an analysis of actual psychic

states, and an understanding of the causes distorting the latter.

He thereby penetrates to the basic nature of our selves, to conscious

ness in general and to the fundamental reality - duration.

The first argument put forward in Time and Free Will is to

the effect that thie category of quantity is not applicable to in

tensities of 'psychic states', to the 'region of subjective facts

and unextended obj~cts', nor to the realm of conscious experience

as a whole. Bergson's immediate aim is to show that quantity is in

no way applicable to the concrete multiplicity of conscious states.

t-ve do use numerical terms to describe such experience, and

moreover. we understand our expE~rience through such categories. Both

the intellectual cbmprehension cLOd the language employed. Bergson

argues, are in error. The significance of this error becomes clear

when Bergson develbps the distil1lction between space and real time

from that between quality and qt~ntity. and thereby analyses the

activity of the intellect and the function of language.

He begins with an assertion concerning the ordinary use of

3
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the category of qpantity. Normally, the criterion used for

'greater than' or vless than' jln the case of bodies and magnitudes

is that of contaip.ment. It is jLntelligible to speak of a particle

being contained in a larger body, or a number being contained in a

larger one, but it makes no SetlSe, he argues, to speak of a weaker

sensation being 'contained in' a stronger sensation. Philosophers

had previously avoided the problem by distinguishing between an'ex-

tensive and measurable quantity' and an 'intensiveand non-measurable

quantity' to which only the notions 'greater than' or 'less than'

are applicable. Bergson retorts: that if this were the case, nothing

would remain comm<bn to both; the criterion for the one would not be

applicable to the other. Hence quantitative terms could not be

employed in both ¢ases. The criterion itself implies that the object

must be extended, that is, a material object. He enquires as follows:

••• if a q*antity can increase and diminish, if we
perceive in it, so to speak, the less inside the more,
is not su¢h a quantity, on this very account divisible
and thereBy extended? (1)

The terms 'greater than' and 'less than' always call to mind an

image of a container and something contained therein, and in the

case of intensities, of the contraction and expansion of something

extended. Extension is a characteristic of material objects, of

objects situated spatially, and not of mental phenomena or psychic

states. The tendency here has been to translate what is intensive

into what is extensive, and thus to compare intensities by the

relationship between the corresponding extensities.

A second solution offerled is that ~ve define the intensity of

a state by the objlective causes of it. Bergson replies, however, that

often we are aware of the intensity of a state without knowing the
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cause nor therefote its magnitt~e. His concern here is with our

actual awareness, our immed.iate~ experience, and not 't-7hat occurs at

a theoretical level, as a result of mental activity. Secondly, this

account would not explain diffe~ring intensities in 'deep-seated

psychic phenomena', our more profound feelings, whose causes are

subjective. Indee~ in most case~s liTe compare intensities without any

reference to mode, number or e}l:tent of causal factors. A refined

version of this theory states that each state of consciousness cotres-

ponds to a certain movement or activity of cerebral particles, and

hence that the intensity of the~ one measures that of the other.

Bergson argues tha.t it is possi.ble that there is such a correspondence

although it is yet to be proved. Nevertheless, this possibility is

irrelevant here, for:

••• it is the sensation which is given to us in con
sciousness, and not thi.s mechanical work. (2)

The actual sensation and the me~chanical activity possibly underlying

it, are of two different orders, so tospeak, of experience.

Bergson next sets out to show, largely by means of description,

that intensities are essentially qualitative; and then to discover why

we speak of them as quantities. He classifies the entire sphere of

psychic states into complex and simple ones and discusses them in turn.

Within the former are included 'deep-seated' feelings, superficial

states, and those intermediate states between the two. The latter in-

elude affective s~nsations (ple~asure and pain) and representative

sensations.

He proceeds with a detaLiled description and analysis of some

of our 'deep-seated' feelings, to show that a change in intensity of
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our feelings is actually a qualitative change. The progress from an

obscure desire to a deep passion is described: from an isolated influence

it grows until it penetrates all aspects of our consciousness and

transforms most of our perceptions and memories. In connnenting on this

experience, he claims:

Pure intensity is reduc~ible here to a certain quality
or shade ¥hich spreads over a more or less considerable
mass of p(sychic states.,.. (3)

An analysis is then gi,ren by Bergson of the emotions of joy

and sorrow, ofaesthetic feelings and of moral feelings - to demonstrate

that in each of these cases an increasing intensity really corresponds

to qualitative change; these varying intensities are actually different

feelings. The so-:called increa!>ing of intensity of pity, for instance,

he describes as:

••• a tran~ition from repugnance to fear, from fear to
sympathy, and from sympathy itself to humility. (4)

All of th~se 'states' diSlcussed so far are those which do not

involve a close relationship w:lth external causes. Seldom, hm'lever,

are such feelings and sensations.not accompanied at least by

physical symptoms i or behaviour,. Bergson now turns to the other ex-

treme - cases in :which the extl:~rnal cause of the sensation bears a

close relationship with the intensity of the sensation. The case here

is that of muscular effort. Bergson's aim here is the same as above.

He wishes to show: that with muscular effort as well, we cannot proper-

ly speak of an increasing int~~sity of the sensation, nor consequently

can we measure the sensation. The language of quantity does not apply

to such states, and if we use it, we are misled into believing that

measurement is possible" Through another lengthy description he
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arrives at the conclusion that ~men we are apparently conscious of a

greater intensity at one point of the body, we actually perceive a

greater proportion of the body being affected. Hence it is not a single

state changing in magnitude. Further examples are given to show that

a second factor is involvedin ouoc consciousness of increased muscular

effort - and that is a qualitati.ve change in some of these sensations;

for example, the transition froul weight to fatigue to pain. Therefore

he contends that:

••• our conl?ciousness of an increase of muscular effort
is reducible to the twofold perception of a greater
number of ~eripheral sen.sations. and of a qualitative
change occtirring in some of them. (5)

Thus the intensity of a superficial state, for example, muscular

effort, is essentially the same as that of 'deep-seated' psychic

feelings.

In both cases there is a qualitative progress and an
increasing complexity, indistinctly perceived. (6)

What is experienced is a qualitative transition rather than an increase

in quantity; and as this transition, or more correctly, growth occurs,

more psychic stateq are involved and become altered. Our language describes

the experience as an increase in quantity, and not a qualitative growth.

The last to be considered are the intermediate states - be-

tween the superficial or surface states, and those he calls deep-seated.

Of these he cites attention, or intellectual effort and highly emotional

states such as rage. The same conclusion is reached:

•••but superficial or deep-seated, violent or reflective
the intens~ty of these feelings always consists in the
multiplicity of simple states which consciousness dimly
discerns in them. (7)
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Bergson now turns to wh~lt he calls 'simple states' as opposed

to the more comple~ ones discussed above. Such sensations, which are more

or less completely dependent upon external causes, are divided into

affective sensations - pleasure and pain, and representative sensations

- such as light or heat. Again, we normally use the expressions

'greater than' and 'less than' :In reference to these sensations, even

though they are properly applicable only to extended, that is, material

objects. An account is also required to explain:

••• the presence of quantity in an effect which is in
extensive, and in this case indivisible.

In the discussion of thE~ simple states, the primary reasons

for this habitual confusion of quantitative factors and qualitative

experience will bel considered. First Bergson considers the affective

states. There is a difficulty in these cases in determining in what

intensity consistsi; we must find what is in common between the

(8)

affective state of consciousness and the physical phenomena with respect

to magnitude, for the quantitative factors are transferred, or imposed

upon the qua1itat:Vve sensation from the external conditions. Bergson

hypothesizes that pleasure and pain are not just signs of what has

occurred, that is 'psychic translations of past stimuli', but signs

pointing to future reactions, or overt behaviour. Thus the intensity of

such sensations wduld consist ~~ our consciousness of movements or

occurrences fo1loW!ing the stimulus rather than that of causal factors.

This behaviour is ;more easily dietermined and quantified. Thus we 'tV'ould

estimate the intensity of a pa~a by the extent of the organism involved -

by the extent of bodily parts which sympathize and react. The increase

in intensity would then be an tncrease in the number of sensations
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affected or invol~ed. Differenc4as in sensation would only be considered

quantitative differences when alccount is taken of these subsequent

reactions: otherwiise pain intensity would be purely qualitative. In a

similar manner the intensities of pleasure are compared primarily by

bodily inclination.

In some cases of representative sensations as well, there is an

affective element which allows us to estimate intensity by means of the

forthcoming reaction. In a few instances of purely representative

sensations, for eiample, intense heat, as soon as the external stimulus

reaches an upper or lower limit we are incited to actions which enable

us to measure it. In the majority of instances, however, for example the

pitch of a note ot the saturation of a colour, we estimate intensity

without there beimg any overt reaction. Here there is another factor

which enables us to make this determination. We perceive the external

cause, which is e:lCtensive and therefore measurable and -

•••we thus associate the idea of a certain quantity
of cause with a certaiIiL quality of effect; and finally,
as happen$ in the case of every acquired perception,
we transfer the idea into the sensation, the
quantity of the cause into the quality of the effect. (9)

Thus intensity becomes a magnitude. The intellect represents it as such

and in our language we perpetuate the error. For the sensation of

sound, for instance, we estimate intensity by the expenditure of effort

required to produce a similar E:!.ffect; and the pitch of a note, actually

a pure quality t l,ikewise by either the muscular effort producing it or

the vibrations which explain ill:. In either case, numerical terms are

transferred from 'the latter to the former. Concerning what he has

established with respect to both representative and -affective sensations

Bergson concludes as follows:
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••• the magp.itude of a rE~presentative sensation depends
on the cause having been put into the effect, while
the intensity of the affective element depends on the
more or le$s important reactions which prolong the
external stimulations and find their way into the
sensation itself. (10)

The same factors are at work, only to a smaller extent, on

the more complex states discusSE~d above. With our deeper feelings and

emotions it is also the arbitrary divisions established (imposed by the

mind) within this gradual transition which incline one to think of

an increased intensity of the same feeling rather than an alteration

in nature. Our refilective mind sees such change only as a greater

magnitude, remaining distinct from the other aspects of our consciousness;

that is, when we reflect on the experience we see it in terms of

magnitude, where in fact there is neither multiplicity, extended objec ts,

nor space - but rather a change of quality. The intellect deals with

experience in certain ways and patterns, following a specific function

which language serves as well; we shall see how that function limits

both spheres of use.

Bergson then very succinctly states that the 'increase of

sensation' should tather be called a 'sensation of increase'. In the former

the sensation is quantitative; in the latter, qualitative. Therefore when

we speak of increasing sensatioI;ls or greater feelings, 'tole are stating

false information ~oncerning our actual experience. What is given to us,

so to speak, in immediate experience, that is, what we experience prior

to judgment or int~llectual activity, is of a purely qualitative nature;

to refer to this e){perience as quantitative is misleading if not

mistaken.
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Bergson thus argues at length against psychophysics - the

attempt to measure our sensations of light; he claims that all such

endeavours are futile for quality and quantity are confused and

qualitative factors are inevitably eliminated. Bergson's criticism

focuses on a typical experiment in psychophysics - that of Delboeuf;

he considers the m9st important methods employed to avoid or solve the

difficulty (Fechnet's solution) and demonstrates why the endeavour is

impossible in prin~ip1e.

In De1boeuf's experiment, an observer perceives three shades

of gray; A and C <iienote two con,stant shades, and B, one that is

changing. B change$ until a point is reached when the observer claims

that the contrast AB is equal to the contrast BC. Bergson questions

whether one can correctly consider these sensations to be equal, without

being identical. (11) He then proceeds to explain how it can be said

that a sensation of a certain intensity is at an equal distance from

two others. An experiment is conducted with the reader: we are asked to

assume that from a continuously increasing source of light we observe all

the different colours of the spe1c.trum. As our sensations would be

(more or less) discontinuous we could keep account of the number of

different shades between any two colours, say A and B, and hence determine

whether or not this; number is equal to that between Band C.

t-Jhat has belen accepted hlare is the postulate fundamental to

psychophysics - Heber's law or a variation of it. According to this law,

if a distinct amounlt of stimulus produces a certain shade of sensation,

then to change this shade, a definite amount of stimulus is also required.

This is not a constant amount, and must therefore be a function of the
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original stimulus$ l>1hat is to he contested here, according to Bergson,

is the passage from a 'relation between the stimulus and its minimum

increase' to an equation connecting the 'amount of sensation to the

corresponding sti~ulus'.

Fechner r~cognized this problem but did not consider it to be

insoluble. He realized that the 'equality' of two sensations and

'addition' with r~spect to them had to be defined. Fechner began by

calling these minimal differences of sensation by the same name. Each

of these 'minima't he states, 'corresponds to the smallest perceptible

increase in the external stimulus'. (12) Thus setting aside qualitative

differences, they can all be considered identical in virtue of the fact

that they have the common character of being 'minima'. Thus a particular

sensation would be obtained by the addition of these minimum differences

previously passed through$ In this very starting point. Bergson retorts,

the questionable assumption is accepted.

All that lime actually perceives is a different sensation from

the previous one; the original state has changed from 81 say. to 82 • We

are not even aware of the interval in the transition - how then are we

entitled to call it an arithmetic difference? Although we pass from

one shade to another by 'leaps', and the number of these intermediate

shades may be equal in the two cases, we cannot state, that is we do not

know, that these leaps are magnitudes. If 81 and 82 were given numerically

one could assert this quantitative difference. We only perceive, how-

ever, the two simple qualitatively distinct sensations, and pass from

one to the other. We do not perceive the interval:

And what, then, can thE~ transition from the first state
to the se~ond be, if not a mere act of your thought,
which arbtLtrarily and for the sake of the argument,
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assimilate;:> a succession of two states to a differentiation
of two maghitudes? (13)

Bergson cohtends that without actually being identical,

these sensations crannot be taken asequal. His explanation is as follows:

Undoubtedly in the phys:lcal world equality is not
synonymous with identity. But the reason is that every
phenomena" every object 'l is here presented under two aspects,
the one qualitative and the other extensive: nothing
prevents U!S from putting the first one aside, and
then there' remains noth:lng but terms which can be
directly olr indirectly superposed on one another and
consequent!ly seem to be identical. Now this qualitative
element, which we began by eliminating from external
obj ects inl order to measure them, is the very thing
~7hich psycnophysics retains and claims to measure. (14)

To measure the quaility by a physical magnitude supposedly underlying

it, is to presuppolse that the former is a function of the latter. We

may conventionallY; measure sensation of heat by temperature degrees.

The aim of psychophysics in this case, however, is to see how sensation

of heat varies widh temperature change; the convention is rejected.

Two sensations are called equal when the qualitative factors are elim-

inated and what remains are equ,al. The qualitative difference, however,

is all that we are aware of; nothing remains 'in consciousness' when this

is eliminated. MOrieover it is just this qualitative element that

psychophysicists claim to be measuring.

The tendency from both a scientific and a non-scientific, or

common sense point of view, has been to interpret qualitative changes

of colour as quan~itative. In order to interpret quality as quantity

and what is unext~nded as extended. this assimilation must be admitted

to be conventional. Psychophysics is a particular example of a general

confusion in scientific and intellectual thought between quality and

quantity, between sensation and stimulus - thus the determination to
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measure one as the other. This habit, however, is certainly not

peculiar to psychophysics alone::

As speech dominates over thought, as external objects
which are ,common to us all, are moreimportant to us
than the s~bjective stat.es through which each of us
passes, wei have everything to gain by objectifying
these statjes, by introducing into them, to the largest
possible extent the representation of their external
causes. And the more our knowledge increases the
more we p~rceive the extensive behind the intensive,
quantity biehind quality; the mo:re also we tend to
thrust the former into the latter, and to treat our
sensationS' as magnitudes.

Thus Bergson criticizes even thl:>se who apeak about the intensive

(15)

magnitudes of psycihic states, including statements that a sensation is

stronger or weaker than another - for the next logical move is to ask

by how much, and iJmmediately a quantitative relation is established.

We therefore canndt apply the c1onceptions 'greater than' or 'smaller

than' to things or states 'li'7hich do not admit the relation "container-

contained' "

Either seJisation is pur,e quality, or if it is a
magnitude, we ought to try to measure it. (16)

Bergson has now established that individual psychic states -

sensations, feelings, emotions, are given, or immediately experienced

as qualitative; tnatis, the category of quantity does not apply to

psychic states in their immediacy, even though are language indicates

otherwise; and sedondly, that psychic states, as those observed and

described are essentially interpenetrating. It is subsequent to this, at

a secondary or reflective level that they are interpreted as quantitative

owing to certain external influences and the activity of the intellect.

The notion of intensity is judged in the case of representative states

by means of the cQufused multiplicity of psychic phenomena involved,
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and in the case of affective st.:ttes through an estimate of causal

magnitudes. In demonstrating thl~ basically qualitative nature of

our conscious expelrience, Bergson is pointing to a more fundamental

reality in which our consciousm~ss participates. Similarly, the

imposition of quantity on our changing psychic states, the distorting

effects of languagle and the errors in scientific methodology, indicate

an activity counte~ing the basic movement of this reality.

Now the qUlestion to be (~onsidered by Bergson is in what this

concrete multipliciity of states consists and whether, taken all

together - the mulltiplicity of psychic states as a whole - bears any

resemblance to that of units in a number; that is, whether the notion

of number is applicable to this multiplicity. Bergson thus determines

the effects of extlernal conditions on this t form of duration', the

multiplicity of conscious states, and thereby penetrates to the

fundamental nature of duration, or real time.

And in the' same way as ~\Te have asked what would be the
intensity of a representative sensation if we did not
introduce into it the idea of its cause, we shall now
have to enquire what thE:! multiplicity of our inner
states becomes, what form duration assumes, when the
space in which it unfolds is eliminated. (17)

SECTION II

With the fundamental distinction partially established be-

tween quality and quantity, Bergson is now in a position to show the

corresponding distinctions betwE~en the multiplicity of juxtaposition and

the multiplicity olf interpenetration, and hence between time as quality
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and time as quantity. Through an investigation of the formation of

the notion of number, the nature of intellectual activity is revealed

more precisely. We are then in a position to determine the nature and

function of language generally as operating in accord with the in

tellect for specifiable ends.

The first argument is one of the most important for the

establishment of his thesis cOUl:~erning duration. This is to the effect

that the concept oif number implies that of space; that is, quantity

implies spatiality. This proposition can be seen as an extension of

conclusions drawn with respect to the intensity of psychic states.

The qualitative faictors experienced were interpreted as quantitative

owing to the imposlition of external conditions on subjective states.

The external conditions were objective and material and therefore

measurable states of affairs. In contrast, psychic states are

essentially qualitative, interpEmetrating and non-measurable. It would

appear, then, that in order to he quantified, an object or state must

be objective and material, that is, situated spatially.

Bergson develops his argument here, however, from a different

premise. A general definition of number is given as a starting point.

Number is taken to be a 'collect:iol1 of units' or 'the synthesis of the

one and the many'; the many, as it is a collection of units or parts

that can be consid~red separately, and the one, as it is a synthesis of

these units - as it is 'brought before the mind by a simple intuition

and is given a name'. (18) When number is taken to be a col1ection of

units, these units are assumed to be identical, at least for the

purpose of being ccbunted. The idea of number therefore implies an
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intuition of a multiplicity of units that are discrete and identical.

The reader is asked to consider an example, a flock of fifty sheep.

We are told to forget the actual sheep and retain only the idea; we

therefore have an image of the sheep in isolation from the reality in

which they are perceived. If we retain the idea, then either we have

the fifty sheep all in the same image, and thus side by side in an

ideal space; or 'tve have an image~ of one sheep repeated fifty times in

succession. If the latter were the case, we would necessarily retain

the successive images, for if not, we would always have only one

sheep. When retain~d~ they must be set side by side; this juxtaposition

would inevitably ti;lke place in space and not in time or duration.

With such particul~r instances, Bergson claims, the question is not

open to dispute:

In fact, it will be easi.ly granted that counting
material olpjects means thinking all these objects
together. thereby leaving them in space.

The debatable issue is "mether this intuition of space

(19)

accompanies abstract number as well. Bergson answers this question by

reviewing the form$ the idea of number has assumed since childhood.

Originally there were material clbjects held in mind, then these

diminished to mere points, and finally the image disappeared entirely,

leaving 'abstract' number. Bergson thereby deduces that:

••• at this very moment we ceased to have an image or
even an idea of it: we kept only the symbol which is
necessary for reckoning and which is the conventional
way of exptessing numbe!~. (20)

He continues as follows:

••• as soon as 'tV'e wish to picture number to ourselves
and not merely figures or words, we are compelled to have
recourse to an extended image. (21)
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We must note what is implied in these two statements concerning

symbols, figures and words; and. that is, an inadequate capacity to

communicate or eV$n express reality. In the case of numerical figures

the issue is not tlear; with re:spect to words, we are led to the larger

question concerni~g the capacity of language in general.

What leads to the misco1nception here is the fact that we do

habitually count in time rather than space, and thus we do count

moments of duraticn rather thaDl points in space. We can only do so,

however, by means of points in space; if we were just counting in

time, there vlould be only a suc:cession and not an addition. To perform

this addition the 'units' must be isolated or distinct, that is, juxta-

posed rather than interpenetrating. The formation of number, or addition,

implies this isolating activity on the part of the intellect; for the

single unit, e.g. the sheep, must be 'cut out' or isolated from the

qualitative becomji.ng of reality that we experience. The formation of

number is, in thi$ sense, a resul-t of the spatializing activity of the

mind. The instants of duration could not be retained so as to form

the sum.

For though we reach a sum by taking into account
a success!ion of differemt terms, yet it is necessary
that each of these terms should remain when we pass
to the fotLlowing, and should wait, so to speak, to
be added to the others:: how could it wait if it were
nothing b~t an instant of duration? And where could
it wait ilf we did not localize it in space?

Bergson admits that the mental image would seldom come to mind

(22)

except in the leairning procesS ll but nevertheless holds that a clear idea

of number does im!ply a visual :lmage in space.

Bergson airrives at the same conclusion by examining the units
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which make up a mu~tiplicity. As stated above, every number is a unit

in the sense of a synthesist and a multiplicity of units as welL Thu.s

v7e have two types of unit: that 1which themind considers to be ultimate -

out of which numbens are formed by addition, and the provisional one -

the number so formed. The only w,ay we can divide either unit into as:

many fractions as we please is that we implicitly regard each as an

extended object si~uated in space. In the process of forming or con-·

structing a number - the intellect considers the constitutive elements

to be indivisible; that is, number 'inprocess of formation is dis-

continuous'. (23) liowever t as we unite these 'indivisible' units,

number so formed assumes the characteristic of continuity - like a

series of mathematical points which merge to form a line. Thus objectified,

we consider numberto be indefinitely if not infinitely divisible.

The unit i$ irreducible while we are thinking it and
number is 4iscontinuous while we are building it up:
but, as so(j)n as we consi,der number in its finished
state t we (j)bjectify it, and it thus appears to be
divisible to an unlirnite:d extent.

Thus number t when formed becomes: 'invested' with the continuity of

(24)

space. This would not be possible, Bergson contends, unless number were

originally thought of as juxtapclsition in space t if space was not neces-

sarily the medium the mind required to form the concept of number.

Having arrived at this conclusion t Bergson develops the thesis to prove

that the concept 0'1: quantity, and reciprocal externality of parts are

characteristic of space alone. and not of time.

The next step in BergsoIl's argument t therefore t establishes the

multiplicity of conscious states as distinct from that of material objects.

We have, asa given" the premise that quantity implies spatiality. Thus
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whatever objects are not already located in space and external to one

another, mustbe symbolically re:presented as so doing, in order to be

counted. It is clear from the previous section, that our psychic states

are not exterior to one anothel:', being essentially interpenetrating,

and are not located spatially. The formation of number could not have

resulted from the pure successi.on of our psychic states. There are

qualitative distinctions within this succession, but there is also

continual interpenetration. The~ formation of number requires the

establishment of discrete units, one object exterior to the next.

Real time, Bergson contends, ccmnot without distortion, be divided

into such units or parts. HenCE! to count this multiplicity ~vould

require a symboliiC spatial representation. (25)

Bergson illustrates this ]point by considering our perception of

a bell sounding at a distance. He examines how the successive gongs

are counted. There are two _alternatives, he claims, The first is that

the successive sensations are retained and combine with one another to

form an overall impression or rhythm, in which casethe impression is

purely qualitative. The second is that the sensations are consciously

counted and thus must be separated and 'spread out' in some homogeneous

medium. The medium here would be either time or space. The former must

be rejected for the follOWing lreason:

But a moment of time cannot persist in order to be
added to :others. If thiS! sounds are separated, they must
leave empty intervals between them. If 'tve count them,
the inte~vals must remain though the sounds disappear:
how could these intervals remain, if they were pure
duration ,and not space? (26)

The medium, therefore, must be space.

The same, Bergson gene:ralizes, would hold for the multiplicity
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of all our sensati(j)ns, feelings and other psychic states - to be counted

they must be disti~guished from one another and symbolically represented

in space. The elem¢nts of the one type of multiplicity can be counted

as they are given. The 'elements' of the other must first be symbolically

represented. The conclusion to be drawn is that there must be two types

of multiplicity - that of juxtaposition and that of interpenetration:

••• that of material objects, to which the concept
of number 1s immediatel:st applicable; and the multiplicity
of states of consciousne~ss~ which cannot be regarded
as numeric$l without the~ help ofSome symbolical rep-
resentation, in which a necessary element is space. (27)

Bergson po[nts out that the distinction between what is material

and what is not material is the same as that between the two types of

multiplicity. ~fuen we habituall:sr (and mistakenly) attribute impenetrability

to matter, we are distinguishing it from ,""hat is not material. This is

essentially the sa~e distinction as was made between extended objects -

•••where the conception of number is immediately
applicable!, and states of consciousness, "liJhich have
first of a:ll to be repr4asented symbolically in space. (28)

Now Bergson has reached a position from which he canexplain

our ordinary conception of time, and how duration differs from it.

Such a symbolic r~presentation 'would alter our conception of conscious

states. Just as r~presentative sensations, in themselves purely

qualitative, beco~e quantitative when seen through external conditions,

so our psychic states are altered from our immediate perception or aware-

ness of them - to form a discrete spatial multiplicity. We generally

think of time, Betgson claims, or it is represented by our reflective

consciousness, as the medium in, which conscious states appear as discrete

elements. This is indicated by our ordinary temporal language. So
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Bergs~m asks:

Would not time, thus undE~rstood, be to the multiplicity
of our psychic states wlli~t intensity is to certain of them -
a sign, a stymbol, absolutely distinct from true duration? (29)

If we consider what is immediately given in consciousness, we see that

the multiplicity of conscious states does not resemble numerical

multiplicity, that duration has nothing to do with space. The following

must then be the c~se:

For if time, as the refltBctive consciousness represents it,
is a medium in which our conscious states form a discrete
series so ~s to admit of being counted, and if on the other
hand our conception of number ends in spreading out in
space everything which can be directly counted, it is to be
presumed that time, understood in the sense of a medium
in which we make distinctions and count, is nothing but
space.

If 'time' is the medium in which conscious states are counted, and if

counting is necessarily counting in a spatial medium, then this 'time'

as represented by the intellect, is space. Thus if the intellect

describes time and successi~n in spatial symbols, then pure duration

must be something different.

(30)

The argument here is as follows, with two premises, aconclusion

and a corollary:

Our intell$ct represents: time as the medium in which our
conscious $tates are coumted.

The medium' in which we c:ount is necessarily space.

Therefore:

Time, as conceived by the intellect is space.

And:
Real time, duration, must be something other than that
conceived by the intellect.

The form of the argument is valid and the corollary does logically

follow from the conclusion. Real time is in fact radically different
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from the conception of time posslassed by the intellect. After a brief

explanation of Berglson' s conception of space~ we will turn to a more

comprehensive examination of pur,~ duration.

SECTION III

Bergson then turns to an analysis of our conception of space as

a homogeneous medium, and of the genesis of time, also conceived as a

homogeneous medium; he thereby dEatermines the nature of real time, from

which the latter was formed. He hegins by comparing the Kantian conception

of space with that of the empiri(~ists. The former is outlined as self-

sufficient, and a reality in itself, although differing in order from

sensations. The empiricists' space is taken to be an attribute or

derivative of physical qua1ities l) an abstraction. Bergson contends that

the latter, the empiricists' conc:eption of space does not differ in any

essential respect ftom that of Kant. The empiricists claim that we come

to form a notion of space by means of sensations that are unextended;

that extension results from their synthesis, or rather their co-existence.

This, like Kant's concept, requil:es an act of the mind. Even if it is

assumed that extension is really a relation between non-extended things,

the association of these terms and the establishment of the relation,

require a synthesizing act of the mind. This act consists in -

••• the intulition or rathE!r the conception of an empty
homogeneous medium. For j~t is scarcely possible to
give any other definitioIl of space: space is what
enables us to distinguish a number of identical and
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simultaneous sensations from one another; it is thus
a principle of differentiation other than that of quan
titative d~fferentiation, and consequently it is a
reality with no quality. (31)

The homogeneous medium is thus d'efined as a "simultaneity of terms,

which, although identical in quality, are yet distinct from one another."(32)

What is given to the mind as 'qualitative heterogeneity', that

is, our conscious experience of sensible qualities, is perceived by it

under the form of 'extensive homogeneity'. Although in one way the

objects we perceive are distinct from one another with specific properties

peculiar to each, an object cannot properly be considered as separate

from its environmeat or isolated from the surrounding objects. We

know the reciprocal effects one object has on another, from the laws of

the material world» and hence that an object is not as discrete as we

normally consider it "to be. The fact that we do tend to isolate the

object is due to the fact that perception is not disinterested:

Such is the primary and most apparent operation of the
perceiving mind: it marks out divisions in the con
tinuity of the extended, simply following the suggestions
of our requirement and the needs of practical life. (33)

These (the needs oiE practical life) TN'e shall see as the root cause for

the nature and lim[tations of the intellect and language in general.

In order to make such divisions our mind must consider that this

reality is divisible at will. HE~nce we impose on the basic continuity

a kind of arbitrary network - to be divided according to our activities

and needs •

••• this sulbstratum, which is merely conceived, this wholly
ideal dial$ram of arbitrary and infinite divisibility,
is homogeneous space. (34)

What we experience concretely is continuous qualitative diversity -
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heterogeneity. Bergson calls our conception of a homogeneous medium

(a kind of reality as well):

•••a kind ~f reaction against that heterogeneity
which is the very ground of our experience. (35)

1,

It is within this wspace' that the human intellect is able to make

distinctions, count and abstract.

Now, if homogeneity is defined as the absence of all quality,

then there could n~t be two such distinct mediums. So it is that every

homogeneous and unlimited mediuITl will be space. However, time is

usually considered to be such a medium, namely that in which things

g
'I

follow one another rather than c:o-exist. According to Bergson:

•••when vle make time a homogeneous medium in which
conscious states unfold themselves, we take it to be
given all ~t once, which amounts to saying that we
abstract it from duration. (36)

The exteri<l>rity of material objects, he continues, arises

from the fact of tlitis spatial me:dium which f inserts intervals' between

them, and between <l>bjects and ourselves. Exteriority is not a mark of

conscious states which, 'even when successive, permeate one another'.

Thus if follows:

,I
I
i
i

I
I
I

',I
r...J

We may therefore surmise: that time, conceived under
the form of a homogeneous medium, is some spurious
concept, due to the trespassing of the idea of space
upon the field of pure consciousness.

Horeover, if t'o;vO f<l>rms of a homogeneous medium are accepted, it must

be established whether one can be reduced to the other. Externality

(37)

distinguishes spatial things and not states of consciousness; the latter

are only conceived as external to one another when represented spatially.

If then, one of the two alleged forms of the homogeneous medium can be

derived from the other:
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is the fundamental datum.

Homogeneous space and homogeneous time are neither properties of

objects nor conditions for knowledge of them:

••• theyexpress, in an a~stract form, the double
work of solidification amd of division which we
effect on the moving cOI1Ltinuity of the real •••

- the result, again, of the spatializing activity of the mind, which

is necessary in order to prepare for our action on matter.

SECTION IV

Pure duration is quite unlike the spurious conception of time

formed by the inteil.lect. it is l~ather:

26

(38)

(39)

••• the forJD. which the succession of our conscious
states assumes when our ego lets itself live, when it
refrains from separating its present state from its
former states. (40)

The past and present states perrneate and qualitatively affect one

another to form an: organic wholl~. The living being, as this organic

whole, is compared to a melody. If one note is mistakenly prolonged we

are aware of the eirror by a qualitative and not a quantitative change.

This analogy is offered to show that we can conceive of succession

without absolute diistinction - a succession of interpenetration and

interconnection of parts such ~iat each represents the organic whole,

and can only be isolated by abstract thought. This Bergson believes,

would be our expeI1ience of duration if we had no idea of space. (41)
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The melody is heard as a rhythmic harmonious 'to7hole, so that the notes

are not discrete elements; that is, they cannot be altered without

qualitatively affecting the whole melody. Yet they must remain qual-

itatively distinct;, or the notes would merge with one another to form a

disharmonious whole. (42) There similarly must remain some qualitative

distinction among states of consciousness - which is possible to main-

tain while asserting the interplanetration of states. Moreover, without

certain distinctions, all would be given at once - as homogeneity rather

than heterogeneity. As each state reflects the whole, it would be a

spurious procedure ever to cons:ider a single state in abstraction or

isolation. Yet the language with which we describe our psychic states

does portray them as isolated, fixed and static. ~\Tords and symbols,

according to BergSon are essentially bound to do so; they can never

adequately represent succession nor duration. We shall turn to a more

detailed explanation of these limitations of language in the following

chapter.

As we do have an idea of space, Bergson proceeds, we inject it

into pure succession, express duration in terms of extension, and

succession becomes that of elements alongside one another. Thus the

contradiction inherent in this ,conception of time is noted:

Note that .the mental image thus shaped, implies the
perception, no longer successive, but simultaneous,
of a before and after, and that it would be a
contradiction to suppose a succession which was only
a success~on, and which nevertheless was contained in one
and the s~me instant. (43)

Bergson asks if we can even speak of an order of succession in

duration; for to assert order one must first distinguish elements

and perceive them as distinct and simultaneous.
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In a word, we set them side by side, and if we
introduce ,an order in ~lat is successive, the reason
is that succession is converted into simultaneity and
is projected into space. (44)

Hence even the idsa of a certailJ. order of succession in time implies

a representation of space. Rathler than appearing discretely 'in order'

in consciousness, sensations, f1eelings and all psychic states add

themselves 'dynamilcally' in consciousness •

•• •pure duration might 'well be nothing but a succession
of qualitative changes, which melt into and permeate one
another, without precis,e outlines, without any tendency
to externalize themselv'es in relation to one another,
without any affiliation with number: it would be pure
heterogeneity. (45)

Our perception of an oscillating pendulum is described to

demonstrate the wholly qualitative nature of pure d~ration, and further

to show how the spurious conception of time arises. We are asked to con-

sider the pendulutt completing sixty oscillations and thereby beating

sixty seconds. If we picture them all at once, that is, in a single

perception, they would only be one at a time - hence there would be no

succession or durqtion. Now if the preceding oscillations are recollect-

ed along with the present one, then either the images are pictured

side by side and ,ITe have the first case again, or, they permeate one

another, like the notes of a tu~e -

••• so as to form what ~~ shallcall a continuous or
qualitative multiplicity with no resemblance to number. (46)

This is what is meantby pure duration, which is neither a homogeneous

medium nor a measurable quantity. The sounds are perceived as qualitative,

'by the rhythmic organization of the whole'. If this were not the case

Bergson explains, we could not account for the fact that regular
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oscillations of the pendulum make us sleepy. Hence it must be the

qualitative effect that we experience.

If, Bergson continues, intensities of sensations, such as those

caused by the pendmlum, can be considered magnitudes, then pure duration

would be among the intensive magnitudes. Bergson has previously shown,

however, that such intensities c:annot properly be called magnitudes. (47)

As psychic states are basically qualitative, the notion of number cannot

apply. Duration is really nothi.ng but

••• the melting of states of consciousness into one
another, and the gradual growth of the ego •••

If this duration is 'real' time I' what is the time measured by the

(48)

physicist, or 'clock' time? What is the time to which we refer in our

ordinary language? Bergson argues that what is normally called measur-

ing time is merely counting simultaneities. If we consider the pendulum

oscillating independently of someone's perception or awareness of it,

all that would ev~r be present 'Nould be single oscillations, single

positions and the:r1efore no succlession and no duration. Secondly if we

consider the ego ~ndependently, allthere would be is heterogeneous

duration.

Thus, within our ego there is succession without
mutual externality; outside the ego, in pure space,
mutual externality without succession: mutual externality
since the present oscillation is radically distinct
from the previous oscillation, 't'lhich no longer exists;
butno suc~ession, since succession exists solely for a
conscious spectator, who keeps the past in mind and
sets the two oscillations or their symbols side by
side in am auxiliary space. (49)

Bergson thus explains how it is that we come to form mistaken

ideas about extertlal reality as well as conscious life. A kind of inter-

change takes place between the pure succession and the pure externality....-
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We habitually set mp the distinctions, applicable to external objects,

within the successive moments of our conscious life. Thus we have the

mistaken idea of am inner durati.on with distinct and identical moments

following one another. Likewise we attribute real succession to the

oscillations of the pendulum. In this complex interchange:

There is a real space, without duration, in which
phenomena appear and disappear simultaneously with
our states' of consciousl1less. There is a real duration,
the heterogeneous moments of which permeate one
another; ehch moment, however, can be brought into
relation with a state of the external world which
is contemporaneous with it, and can be separated
from the other moments in consequence of this very
process. The comparison ofthese two realities gives
rise toa symbolical representation of duration,
derived from space. Duration thus assumes the illusory
form of a pomogeneous mE~dium, and the connecting link
between these two terms I' space and duration is
simultaneity, which might be defined as the intersection
of time and space. (50)

This passage is meant to explain the origin of our spurious

conception of time, the reason 1Nhy we make unwarranted distinctions

within duration, and attribute duration to external phenomena. The

concept of time fdrmed from this 'mingling' or 'comparison' is really

only simultaneity. Yet Bergson has not adequately explained howthe

'comparison' of these two disparaterealities, or their 'intersection'

occurs - either within an individual's psychological development or in

human history. Moreover, in an attempt to explain this origin, this

concept of time i$ presupposed. The explanatory case is the pendulum.

An oscillation of the pendulum is said to occur at the same 'time'

as a phase of our inner succession, as duration; hence the moments of

the one are superimposed on the~ latter. The phrase 'at the same time'

entails a distinction between at least past and present; that is,

consciousness of simultaneity involves an awareness of past and
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all awareness of temporal distinctions.

It is just such dis'tinctions within duration which Bergson is attempting

to account for.(5l)

Bergson claims that it i:s partly due to the phenomena of motion

that such an interchange takes place, and that the essentially qualitative

multiplicity of our conscious st,ates appears to the reflective mind as

a quantitative multiplicity. When we speak of motion as being homogeneous

and divisible, it is the space traversed we are referring to, rather

than the motion itself. The symbols for motion, used in the sciences

similarly represenU only the space traversed. Motion is not an object

to be dealt with, but a progress; a process which occupies duration

and space only in reference to the successive positions of the moving

object. The procesS itself has reality only for a conscious observer.

When we are not thinking of the positions occupied by a moving object,

that is, of the space involved, a movement for consciousness is a

quanitative sensation. There are: thus two elements to be distinguished

in motion - the space traversed, a homogeneous quantity, and the act

by which it is traversed; the successive positions and the synthesis of

them. The same interchange occurs between these two: on the one side,

'\ve attribute to the motion the divisibility of the space which it

traverses", and on the other, we project or localize the act itself in

space. He comments on this transfer:

••• as if this localizing of a progress in space did
not amount to asserting that, even outside conscious
ness the past co-exists along with the present. (52)

It is just this confusic)U between the actual motion and the space

traversed that led to the paradoxes of the Eleatics. In the problem
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of Achilles and the tortoise,for example, the eleatics had identified

the series of acts >i7ith the underlYJLng space. The space, but not the

act, can be arbitrarily divided and reconstructed. To solve such para-

doxes we need only realize that motion is wit-in duration, and duration

is outside space. W~ must distinguish -

•••between the simultaneous positions of the t~vo moving
bodies, which are in fact: in space, and their movements,
which cannot occupy space~, being duration rather than
extent, quality and not quantity. (53)

There is nothing homogeneous in duration except a symbolic medium,

that is space; and likewise there~ is no homogeneous element except the

(motionless) space traversed.

Bergson observes that sci.ence can only deal with time and

motion by eliminati1!l.g the essenti.al qualities; from the former - duration,

and from the latter - mobility. Bergson has implied throughout that

the limitations of the intellect and language are due to the require-

ments of practical life. The inability of science to deal with time,

motion and change in general, we shall see has the same root cause.

~There motion is all~ged to be dealt with there is only a question of

simultaneity and space •

••• the interval of duration exists only for us and on
account of the interpenetration of our conscious states. (54)

One proof offered by Bergson to show that science cannot deal with this

interval is the following. If all mlotion in the universe ~vere to take

place two or three times as quickly as it does, nothing would be changed

in the figures or mathematical f()rmulas of the sciences. Only a conscious

individual would have a qualitative impression of the change. The same

conclusion isderived from an analysis of the notion of velocity: the
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definition of velocity, ofuniform and variable motion, consists only of

the concepts of simultaneity and. space. What mechanics retains of time

is simultaneity and of motion, points in space. This can also be seen

in the fact that mechanics is concerned primarily with algebraic

equations, which do not express processes but products. No matter how

small the interval take, by meat1LS of differential equations, mathematics

can only deal with the extremities.

The reason is that durat:ion and motion are mental
syntheses and not objects ••• although the moving body
occupies, one after the other, points on a line, motion
itself has nothing to do with a line ••• (and) duration
properly so called has DiO moments which are identical
or external to one another~ being essentially heter-
ogeneous, continuous, and with no analogy to number. (55)

So Bergson concludes tha:t space alone is to be considered

homogeneous, and i$ the only medium in which objects form a discrete

multiplicity. There is neither duration nor succession in space; the

multiplicity of successive state~s is real only for a consciousness which

retains them withim its permeating organization, and then externalizes

them, sets them out in 'homogene~ous time'. There is thus another form

of multiplicity, a qualitative one~ that of our states of consciousness.

Our habitual thought processes a,nd common language together persuade

uS to substitute the one for the~ other, and to distort the idea of a

multiplicity without relation to number or space. On the other hand, when

we are dealing with discrete or numerical multiplicity, the qualitative

aspect is there as well. The addition of certain elements alters the

nature of the original ones, tha:t is, changes the organization of the

whole. Itis only through our awa:reness of this qualitative change that

we perceive a quantitative change.
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•••without this interpelletration, and this, so to
speak, qualitative progress, no addition would be
possible. iHence it is through the qualitY. of quantity
that we form the idea of wuantity 'tV'ithout quality. (56)

Thus our concept of quantity is derived from qualitative changes in

sensations; we do not experiencl~ quantity directly.

The qualitative multiplicity of our conscious states assumes

the form of a quantitative multiplicity, due to the influence of

external conditions, particularly the phenomena of motion. Of necessity,

••• our ego comes in contact with the external world
at its surface; our suclcessive sensations, although
dissolving into one another, retain something of the
mutual extlernality which belongs to their objective
causes; and thus our superficial psychic life comes
to be pictured without any great effort as set out in
a homogeneous medium. (57)

Such a picture becomes evidently symbolic when we reflect upon our

deep-seated psych~c states, and observe how they alter and affect all

other states. Nevertheless the same causes at work on our 'superficial'

states and sensations can penetrate to these deeper feelings and give

rise to spurious distinctions among them as well.

If, by an effort, we can ignore or eliminate our superficial

psychic states, We no longer perceive a homogeneous time, but feel

duration as a reql quality. In dreams, Bergson claims, this fact is

most evident; for in dream states our ego is cut off from artificial

constructions and divisions, an.d our psychic states melt into one

another. The event of a clock striking is given as an example of this

experience in a waking state (58) The occasion is one in which the

man is too absorbed to hear thE! clock strike, and is brough to its

attention on the fourth count. Thl3 first three strokes could be
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recollected, according to Bergson, but not as dne following the other;

rather, as an organic whole with a peculiar quality. After this first

apprehension, the states may be 'spread out' and counted. The number

of strokes was firs't perceived as a quality and not a quantity •

••• it is thus that duration is presented to immediate
consciousness, and it retains this form so long as it
does not gfve place to a symbolical representation
derived from extensity. (59)

Bergson is hence led to lmake a distinction between two aspects

of the self. This follows from the distinction between a numerical

multiplicity of consciousstates, and the qualitative multiplicity;

from that between a homogeneous duration and true or heterogeneous

duration. One aspectof the self is present with well-defined states,

while the other is -

•••a self in which succe,eding one another means melting into
one another and forming ian organic whole. (60)

It is always the fdrmer, the symbolic representation of the real self,

which is better ada.pted to our intellect as geared for action, to

social life and language. A return to the fundamental self requires a

supreme effort of qetachment and analysis, in order to see through the

precise and impersonal perceptio:ns, emotions and ideas, and directly

experience the charlging confused and 'inexpressible' ones. Inexpressible -

•••because langu~ge cannot get hold of it without
arresting fts ~6bility or fit it into its common
place forms wfth out making it into public property. (61)

The two aspects of our self are readily apparent in consciousness.

Our more impersonal surface states are more external to one another;

here the laws of associationism are generally obeyed, and words are

more appropriate. 0ur deeper more intense and personal states and ideas

are interpenetrating, and cannot without distortion be established and
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spoken of as independent individual elements, external to one another.

This distinction between the real or fundamental self and the superficial

self is so radical that theformE~r is the seat of free will, while the

latter generally obeys necessary laws. The nature of our fundamental

self is further illustrated by the manner in which we adhere to beliefs.

An impor tant belieif, to which WE~ strongly assent, mus t somehow 'cohere'

with this fundamental self:

••• an idea which is truly ours fills the whole
of our self •••and ••• it :is incorporated in the
fluid mass' of our conscious state.

As we move away from our basic self the states become more

impersonal and thsreby assume the objective form of a numerical

(62)

multiplicity. Through this move we no longer experience duration, but

perception occurs through a spatial medium - and a self appears, com-

posed of distinct and separate :states. t.\Then considering this secondary

self, with distinct moments and ordered states, it must be recalled

that this is the dbjective symb10lic conception of the self, rather than

the real living creating subject.



CHAPTER II

SECTION I

If duration is at the basis of our conscious experience, and

of reality in general, and our Inind or the intellect habitually dis

torts this process, then another approach is required for philosophy.

Similarly if our ordinary langru~ge is unable to communicate what is

real, we will have to search for new modes of expression. Bergson

elaborates more cqncretely on the nature of duration and points to the

method of intuition as the key to comprehension. The inadequacies of the

normal intellectual viewpoint and scientific methodology are explained;

we are told that the nature of language, due to the spatializing activity

of the mind is a major reason for their limitations.

With respect to our fundamental self, then, we experience not

an increase in magnitude of our psychic states but rather a change in

the whole complex of states; we experience intensity in relation to the

multiplicity, fus~on and integration of such states in an indivisible

temporal process. Duration for us is first identified with this ever

changing multiplicity of interpenetrating states, the heterogeneity of

an organic growth. Beneath the surface collection of clearly defined

perceptions, memories, habits, and so on, we discover an incomparable

flux:

37
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••• there i$ a successioIll of states,each of which announces
that which follows and c~on1l:ains that which precedes it. (1)

Each state or form flows from the previous one, a1waysadding some-

thing new.

In the ope~ing pages of Creative Evolution , Bergson elaborates

on this conception of duration, or rather, intuition of duration, in

an answer to the question 'what do we mean by existence with respect to

ourselves?'. It is thus to our JLmmediate experience that he appeals for

his answer. The first and most obvious fact of which we are aware, he

claims, is that our states - sensations, feelings, ideas - are always

changing. Thechange that we expEarience, and in a sense that constitutes

ourselves, is not B change peric)dically from one state to another, but

rather each so-called 'state' is changing every moment. Even our per-

ception of a static external object must differ from one moment to the

next: -

••• if only because the one is an instant older than
the other.

All mental states which we be1il:lve to be remaining the same, or per-

sisting in time, are actually changing without ceasing.

Our tendency toconsider these states as distinct or discontin-

uous is due to the consequencesof the necessity for social activity,

to the effects of language, and to the manner in which we perceive

them. (3) All three factors contribute to the fact that we habitually

and normally consider them as a series of separate, distinct states.

(2)

The psychologist proceeds in a similar fashion by dividing the self into

a series of elements and treating these symbolic expressions of the

self as real component parts. As demonstrated in the analysis of
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intensities of psychic states, and of genuine succession, each psychic

state is interlocked 'tvith the whole self or personality, and reflects

the whole; it thus ,cannot be isolated or detached without distorting

the fundamental self. Philosophelrs, as well as psychologists have trad-

itionally attempted to reconstruct the self with such elements. To do

so, they have posited an unchanging 'ego' to unite the separate states.

If this theoretical construct, the unchangingego, were an actuality,

Bergson retorts, that is, if our self were composed of separate states

with an impassive ego to unite them, there would be no duration. Such a

model could only y~eld a static self composed of static parts, and not

a self which changes, grows and endures.

For an ego which does not change does not endure, and
a psychic state which remains the same so long as it
is not replaced by the following state does not endure
either. (4)

With such a static model of the self, the basic fact of real

time has been hidden or ignored. A picture of internal life is obtained

which is well suited to the requirements of logic, language and social

activity. The real self is conce.aled beneath the symbolic representation.

But as regards the real pschical life unfolding
beneath the symbols whic.h conceal it, we readily
perceive that time is just the stuffit is made of.

Duration is just this continuous: progress of the past- ''which gna'tvs

into the future and swells as it advances".

(5)

(6)

Bergson makes it clear that there is no constant, passive ego,

or transcendental 'I' beyond or below this continuous flux:

There is no doubt that for us time is at first identical
with the continuity of our inner life. What is this
continuity.? That of a flow or passage, but a self
sufficient flow or pass~lge, the flow not implying a
thing that flows, and the passing not presupposing



states throlugh which lV'e pass; the thing and the
state are duly artificially taken snapshots of the
transition; and this transition, all that is
naturally elxperienced, is duration itself $

Bergson muslt nowexplain 1..rhy it is that if the self endures

then it must be conlstantly changing; why our psychic states change

even if only because one is a lit't:1e older. That there is no state of

mind that is not always changing l, Bergson contends, is due to the

activity of memory. It is this activity which automatically preserves

the past and prolongs it into thE~ future. To each nelV' moment in con-
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(7)

scious life must be added the mernory of all past moments, that is, each

new moment in corpoirates the whole of ones past. As there is no con-

sciousness without memory, according toBergson, no conscious state can

remain unchanged. His metaphor here is revealing:

My mental srtate, as it advances on the road of time,
is continuail-ly swelling with the duration it accumulates. (8)

Bergson asserts that we knOt17 from all our experience that:

••• the basis of our conscious existence is memory,
that is, thla prolongation of the past into the
present, or in a word, duration,acting and irreversible. (9)

Without the past sUjrviving into the present, all there wouldbe is

instantaneity $ Bergson demonstrated this previously by means of our

perception of the plandulum. In order for there to be real succession

rather than instantaneity or merE~ repetition, a conscious spectator

was required. Instantaneity, as opposed to real succession, is not a

fact of our existence; we do retain our past experiences. Bergson

readily admits that most of our past is driven back into our un-

conscious. Although we have no distinct idea of it, we do feel vaguely

that our past remains present to us, that it is an integral part of

ourselves.



What are w¢, in fact, what is our character, if not
the condensation of the history that we have lived
from our birth - nay, ev'en before our birth, for we
bring with us prenatal dispositions. Doubtless we
think with only a small part of our past, but it
is with ou~ entire past, including the original bent
of our soul, that we desire" will and act. Our past,
then, as a whole, is made manifest to us in its
impulse; it is felt in theform of tendency, although
a small patt of it only is kno~vn in the form of idea.

When Bergsmn speaks of the indivisibility of change, of

duration, of our fundamental selves, it is just this preservation of

the past into the present to which he is referring:

It is enough to be convinced once and for all that
reality is change, that chcmge is indivisible and that
in an indivisible changethe past is one with the
present.

It is due to the fact that our past survives in the present
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(10)

(11)

also, that duration is irreversible. Consciousness could not experience

the same state twide, nor could a person remain identically the same at

different moments. Superficially only, could psychic states remain the

same or recur, but never in the :same depth. This can be seen from the

example of thependulum. Objectiv1ely the ticks are all identical, but

the sensation or qualitative eff,ect on consciousness of the sixtieth

sound clearly diffars from the first.

Duration is describedby Bergson as a pure heterogeneity, as

distinct from a homogeneous medium. By heterogeneity, he means this

diversity of consctous states, clontinuous change and creation, and the

necessary absence of repetition lof sameness. It signifies as well that

there is no constant 'ego' or transcendental 'I'.

Each moment in one's peri30nal history must then be something

new and also unforaseeable. Although a particular state, once present,
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could be explained by previous states, actions and external conditions,

that is not to say it could have been foreseen. In order to foresee we

would have to proje¢t what has been perceived or experienced in the past

into the future, or to imagine elements previously perceived arranged

in a new order. Fir$t, however, as all states permeate one another, no

state in its simp1i¢ity, that is, its indivisibility could ever be

perceived in its very depth, and secondly, no emerging state could have

already been percei~ed: -

••• since it concentrates in its indivisibility all that
has been perceived and what the present is adding to it
besides. It is an originaL1 moment in a no less original
history. (12)

This is what is meajnt when Bergson states that in order to be something

time must 'act'. When we ask the question, 'what then is it doing?',

he claims we can an!swer according to common sense. If there were no

time, everything wou1dbe given all at once; it is time which prevents

this from happening. If time retards things, or is retardation, he

continues, then it must be elaboration. Bergson thus asks the

thetorica1 questions:

Would it not then be a v1ehicle of creation and of choice?
Would not the existence of time prove thatthere is
indetermination in things? Would not time be that in-
determination itself? (13)

It has been shown that all our mental states are essentially

interpenetrating and each qualitatively affects the whole of our

self. Hence each new activity or state will alter our personality to

a greater or less ~xtent. What W~ do, Bergson argues, depends to a

large extent on what we are; the: whole of our past is felt as an

impulse or tendency when we make! decisions and act. Moreover, what we
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are depends on what we do, for each new state is incorporated into

the self. In this tespect ~ve are continually creating ourselves.

Bergson thus concludes with an a.nsvrer to the original question con-

cerning the meaning of existence for a conscious being:

••• to exist is to change, to change is to mature,
to mature is to go on creating oneself endlessly.

It is here that reality is revealed to us - as a ceaselessly

changing process, a growth and a creation; it is revealed through

and in the flowing of our own personality or self. Absolute time or

(14)

pure duration conveys the character of this process. Duration is seen to

be a heterogeneous flux, an irreversible indivisible flow, a living

reality, a creative evolution. Such a reality can never be communicated

completely or adeq~ately in a language by means of images or concepts,

but must be directly intuited:

•••man must get for himself the intuition of the
constitutive duration of his o~~ being.

Why Bergson believes this intuition of duration cannot be expressed in

(15)

ordinary language we shall consider more thoroughly later in the chapter.

In the previous chapter we noted the incapacity of the intellect to

grasp duration, due to its spatializing activity; the origin of this

limitation will be discussed in the following chapter. We shall consider

here, the actual intuition of duration rather than its intellectual or

conceptual formulation.

This inner life (we assume, for the moment) is impossible to

represent by concepts, by abstract general or simple ideas. Concepts

cannot express the process, the :novelty, the creation. To grasp duration

in its pure state, to return to this immediate experience, we must
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divorce ourselves ~rom the intellect, from a reflective or theoretical

level. An effort m~st be made to return to this pure experience.

Bergson's description is as follows:

Let us seek, in the depths of our experience, the point
where we feel ourselves most intimately within our
otvn life. tt is into pure duration that we then plunge
back, a duration in which the past, always moving on,
is swelling unceasingly with a present that is absolutely
new••• our feeling of duration, I should say, the actual
coinciding of ourself with itself, admits of degrees.
But the more the feeling is deep and the coincidence
complete, the more the life in which it replaces us
absorbs intellectuality by transcending. it. (15)

As we make such an effort, Bergson continues, we can feel or sense the

interaction of our various psychic states and the activity of

consciousness as t-qis whole, as a free activity.

The more w¢ succeed in making ourselves conscious of our
progress in pure duration, the more we feel the different
parts of o4r being enter into each other, and our whole
personality concentrate itself in a point or rather a
sharp edge " pressed against the future and cutting into
it unceasingly. It is in this that life and action are free. (16)

It is thus when we 'act on the basis of our real or fundamental self

tha t we are free. Gl7) When we do this, when we 'replace our being

into our will, and our will into the impulsion it prolongs' (18), we

know, understand and feel, that reality is a perpetual growth or

creation. This creation is not a mysterious activity; we experience

it ourselves wheneVier we act frelely. Creative growth is the fundamental

fact of our real selves, of existence for a conscious being as well

as for life in gen~ral. (19)

It is this fundamental fact of our experience, of existence,

which is distorted ,as the inteillect, geared to the necessities of

action, perceives of essential change only immobile states, and of
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duration only instants. We must I'ather learn to see, to experience life

as given, as directlY present, than with a view to action:

Then the Absolute is reve~aled very near us and in a
certain measure in us. It: is of a psychological and
not of math¢matical nor l.ogical essence. It lives
with us. Like us, but in certain aspects infinitely
more concentrated and more gathered up in itself,
it endures.

Intuition is what is required:

It is of no use trying tel approach duration: we
must install ourselves within it straight away.
This is what the intellec:t generally refuses to do
accustomed as it is to think the moving by means
of the unmoyable.

SECTION II

(20)

(21)

Metaphysics" or philosophy in general can only begin at the level

of immediate experience, and not at a conceptual, intellectual or

scientific level. Scientific or c:onceptual knowledge cannot comprehend

the becoming or mobli1ity, the essential nature of what is 'real' •

• • •real tittie, regarded as a flux, or in other words,
the very mobility of being, escapes the hold of
scientific knowledge. (22)

For conscio~s beings, itis what is becoming, what is fluent, or

mobile that first sltrikes us, that is real. Science takes account only

of what is static, tvhat is material. Each psychic state is a perpetual

becoming, or a form of duration; by considering or treating this as an

element, a stable object, scient:ific analysis extracts or ignores that
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essential mobility or becoming. By using symbols, words, and concepts

which denote only £ixed aspects of reality, the same result is obtained.

We can see from the conclusions Bergson has now established

why it is that the scientific method cannot be applicable to the domain

of conscious experience. The major reasons are the following. Quantification

is crucial for the sciences, and Bergson believes he has shown that

number is not applicable to immediate conscious experience, to single

states or the mult~plicity. The transfer of objective causes into the

conscious effect i$ what allows conventional measurement here. The

approach in psychophysics, he contends, is typical of both the scienti-

fic and the normal intellectual method of studying the non-material

realm. Subjective states are habitually objectified in this manner,

and thereby the essential qualitative and interpenetrating nature of

conscious states is ignored.

As quantity implies spatiality, and psychic states are non-

spatial, they are not thereby stmject to quantification. So duration

is basically non-measurable. If it is not just conventional, measure-

ment always implies division and superimposition; and, Bergson argues:

•••we cannot superimpose successive durations to test
whether th,ey are equal or unequal; by hypothesis, the
one no lonlger exists whEm the other appears; the idea
of verifiable equality loses all meaning here.

Duration, moreover, necl:!ssarily signifies creation, novelty

or invention. It is this with ~lich physics cannot deal, being limited

to counting simultaneities, registering positions, andsearching for

what is common in order to formula.te general laws and theories. Events

are dealt with in isolation, or abstracted from the whole, as are

(23)
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material objects; but for duration, interpenetration and the preser-

vation of the past prohibit this.

It detachels these events from the whole, which at
every moment puts on a llew form and 't'1hich communicates
to them sqmething of its novelty. It considers them in
the abstract such as thl=y would be outside of the living
whole, thait is to say, :in a time unrolled in space. (24)

Hith both 'movement and ehange in general out understanding or

intellect cannot cope; the intellect removes mobility from movement,

fluidity from change, and duration from time. This inability is not

characteristic only of the scientific method but is typical of our

normal thought habits; both are limited by their common function.

Normally when we qpeak of time, we think of the measurement of time,

which proves to be space, and not real duration. It is .the latter,

however, which we live and feel, and which is so difficult to conceive

and to express. It is to this duration that the philosopher must pene-

trate, to see it without space, to grasp it without turning it into a

static object.

,,]hat would! direct V~S~Cin give - immediate vision, with
no interp¢>sed prejudice~s? a long series of reflections
and analY$es made me brush aside one prejudice after
another a~d abandon maI1Ly ideas I had accepted without
question; finally I belie~ved I had found pure unadul
terated inner continuity (duration), continuity which
was neither unity nor multiplicity, and 't\Thich did not
fit into any of our categories of thought. (25)

To show the way to this direct vision or intuition is what constitutes

the business of thephilosophE~r; to lay down the conditions for this

direct, immediate observation of oneself. (26) Intuition, for Bergson,

thus refers primalrily to a grasp of internal duration, of what is

immediate and abslolute. ThusBelrgson prescribes that 'tve abandon our

scientific orientation and oppose the tendency to transfer objective
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factors into our cpnscious statE~s; thereby we are enabled to perform

this direct intuit~one

It grasps a succession v~hil~h is not juxtaposition, a
growthfrom1within, the uninterrupted prolongation of
the the past into a present which is already blending
into the future. It is the direct vision of the mind
by the min~ - nothing intervening, no refraction through
the prism, one of whose facets is space and another
language, ~nstead of st~ltes contiguous to states which
become words in juxtaposition to words, we have here
the indivildble and therefore substantial continuity of
the flow of the inner life. Intuition then, signifies
first of aill consciousnE~ss, but immediate consciousness,
a vision which isscarcely distinguishable from the
object seen, a knowledgE~ which is contact and even
coincidence. (27)

The main function of intuition, we stress again, is this direct

vision of the mind by the mind. To think intuitively is to think in

duration. (28) As mind is the proper realm of metaphysics, matter is

that of science; while the philclsopher concentrates on that ",V'hich

endures, the scientist deals with what does not endure. Thus Bergson

supports the view here that sciE!nce and metaphysics are two opposed but

complementary ways of knowing (29) There is a difference in method but

not a difference in value betweE~n the two. Furthermore, there would not

be these two ways of knowing, if experience did not present itself in

such different aspects:

••• on the pne hand in the form of factsside by side
with other facts, which repeat themselves more or less,
which can to a certain E~xtl:mt be measured, and which
in fact op~n out in the direction of distinct multiplicity
and spatiaility; on the other hand in the form of a recip
rocal penetration which is pureduration, refractory to
law and measurement. In both cases experience signifies
consciousness; but in the first case, consciousness
unfolds outward and extE~rnalizes itself in relation to
itself in ~heexact measure to which it perceives things
as externatl to one another; in the second, it turns back
within itself, it takes possession of itself and develops
in depth. (30)
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Our intellect and the scientific method begin with what is

immobile; movement is reconstructed with immobile things in juxtaposition.

Intuition, on the c~ntrary, begins with movement, perceives movement as

reality itself, and immobilities as merely abstract moments, like snap

shots. Intelligence is concerned with things, with what is static and

change is viewed as accidental. Development in science is partially the

result of the use of signs which symbolize events and processes. The pre

cision of such symbQls is greater than the words in ordinary language;

consequently, manipUlation of them is easier and the aim of scientific

endeavour, that is, action on the material world, is well served. For

intuitive thinking, change is what is essential. As change cannot be ex

pressed in such symbols, and neither in concepts, ideas must be communicated

in another manner.

SECTION III

If the intellect, habitually or naturally, distorts the sub

stantiality of change, the fundamental fact of duration, then the

metaphysician must return to this fact and develop new functions of

thought proper to this realm of the mind, the self or inner experience.

The task of explaining matter by the intellect as it functions normally,

is reserved to science.

As Bergson examined and analysed the confusion between objective

external conditions and subjective experience (between space and real

time, the artificial and fundamental self), he noted that language was
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largely responsible for our errors. Duration,he found, was usually

expressed in termS of extension. (31) Philosophers have traditionally

continued this practice and treated time as they have space, thus

removing real duration. Time ha,s always been interpreted in the

language of space or extension, and thus dealt with as a part of the

material world:

When we evoke time, it is space which answers our
call. Met~physics must have conformed to the habits of
language, which in turnl are governed by the habits of
common sel11se.

It appears that seientific thought and connnon sense are in accord on

this issue. The i1l1tellect operates in a similar fashion and rules out

real time in both cases. Bergsc1n 1thus asks: "might it not be because

the goal of our understanding demands it?".(33)For the answer to this

question, Bergson turns to a study of biological evolution; this we

shall turn to in the following chapter.

What requires explanati.on at this point is the method of

thought peculiar to metaphysics - philosophical intuition. The aim is

direct participation in innnedia~te experience, direct vision of the

(32)

mind. Bergson takes it as giverl that this faculty of intuition, or this

ability to 'see directly' exists in all men. Itexists, but is covered

over and hindered by functions and ways of thought which are more use-

ful. A supreme effort is therefore required in order to facilitate

intuition.

A whole labour of clearing a'tvay is necessary in order
to open up the way to inner experience.

This way of thinkti.ng is not natural and does present considerable

difficulties. Bergson warns the reader that by intuition he does not

(34)
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mean instinct or fleeling: " ••• my intuition isreflection.".

This labour, requi~ed for a return to experience, consists first of an

understanding of what it is that conceals this experience, and

secondly, how and why this is the case.

(35)

It is this, covering that we must grasp in order to
tear it off. Butwe shall grasp it only if we consider
first its aspect and it!; structure, and if in addition,
we underst~nd its intended purpose. It isspatial by
nature and has a social utility. Spatiality, therefore,
and in this quite specialsense, sociability, are in
this case the real caUSE~S of the relativity of our
knowledge. Brushing aside this veil, we get back to the
immediate and reach an clbsolute. (36)

What is absolute, then, is to be found in pure experience. An

existence, Bergson claims, can only be given in experience. (37)

The experience is a vision or a contact; it is called, in the case of

material objects, exterior percE~ption; and when it has to do with the

mind, intuition. ~ether it be intuition, or if it involves the

intellect, all thought, if it is to be expressed, requires a language.

But for intuition, if the reliance is to be solely on conscious exper-

ience, the philosopher must begJLn by ignoring established concepts.

Familiar concepts may eventually emerge, but one cannot commence a

philosophical investigation with them in hand. What is grasped in

intuition need be expressed and conveyed, but Bergson contends, there

will never be a strictly appropriate language with which to do so.

Concept and image are the only two basic means of expression in a

language. (38) It is image whic:h is the more adequate expression for

intuitive knowledge.

Bergson must now explain why there is no language ever entire-

ly adequate here, and secondly, why the image conveys the intuitive
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content better than the concept.

He explains and supports his contention by determining the

general function language serves. considering concepts in particular.

The nature of language required to serve this purpose proves tobe

completely alien to the nature of duration. All our words and concepts,

he argues, may be conventional, but language on the whole is a natural

phenomenon and originally servesa definite purpose. This is to estab-

lish communicatio~with a view to cooperative action. Nature has de-

manded of man work in common, and in this sense has predestined us for

social life. Lang~age in general, either prescribes, that is, calls to

action, or describes, that is, names an object and some of its properties.

Both are functions which are oriented towards common activity.

But in either case the function is industrial,
commerciai, military, a.lways social. The things that
language ~escribes have: been cut out of reality
by human perception in view of human work to be done.

The human intellect al~~ys acts in association with other

intellects, and tmerefore must communicate by means of signs. What is

required for this common activi.ty is a language which allows one to

pass to new or unknoi~ things from those particular things which are

kno~m. The signs of a language must therefore be capable of being ex-

tended to an inde~inite number of things - that is, general names or

concepts must emerge. In this sense, Bergson refers to the sign as

being mobile:

•••what characterizes the signs of human language is
not so much their generality as their mobility.

Because of this mobility, words could be extended from things,

material objects, to sensations, feelings, ideas and so on.

(39)

(40)
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Nevertheless, Bergslon argues, thla w'ord has a definite and precise

meaning only when i!t designates ia thing. l,)hen it becomes mobile, or

applicable to many things it loslas that meaning •

••• the more you increase the extension of the term,
the more ydu diminish crnnprehension of it.

Language thereby eniables the intlEdlect, fashioned originally to

matter, to extend :ilts activity. Because of the mobility of the word,

(41)

the intellect could apply it to ,an 'object' which is non-material. The

'object' is thereby covered over, converted into a thing, and dealt with

accordingly by the intellect.

So intelligence, even whlan it no longer operates
upon its 0$ object, follows habits it has contracted
in that op~ration: it applies forms that are indeed
those of unorganized matter. It is made for this kind
of work.

If wewere to take all owr concepts together, Bergson declares,

they would constitute an intelligible 'tvorld, which would resemble or

represent that of material objects. Our concepts are not indeed the

(42)

actual perception of things, but rather represent the act of perception. (43)

The concepts are thus symbols rather than images. And the logic we

normally employ, is just the collection of principles or rules to

follow when these symbols are uSled. Bergson concludes with a statement

concerning the proper domain of Iconceptual thought:

As these sYmbols are derived from the consideration of
solids, as the rules for combining these symbols hardly
do more thin express the most general relations among
solids, our logic triumphs in that science which takes
the solidity of bodies for its object, that is, in
geometry. (44)

It must be clear, from conclusions Bergson has drawn with

respect to the multiplicity of conscious states, that such conceptual

frameworks and static symbols are not properly applicable in the domain
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of living beings - to duration clr change in general. When science ex-

tends into the domain of conscious experience, its expressions and

results become incteasingly symbolic and distortive: they are relative

to the contingencies of action.

Progress is made inscieIlce by just this manipulation of signs

(45)

and symbols which are substitutE~s for the things or objects themselves.

The signs in a science are actmllly more precise and efficient than

those used in ordinary language;; they too, however, are subject to the

same condition as all signs, and that is: " ... to denote a fixed

aspect of the reallity under an arrested form." (46) This is why the

signs of a science and the expressions of ordinary language do not just-

ly represent movement, change, d.uration.

In order tio think movemlant a constantly renewed effort
of the minid is necessary. Signs are made to dispense
uS with tl1is effort by substituting for the moving
continuity of things, an artificial reconstruction
which is its equivalent in practice and has the advan
tage of being easily h~~dled.

Bergson eJliamines the way change is normally expressed in

(47)

language to verify his thesis. Change, he claims, is normally represented

as a change in qualities or properties of a substance or object. The

qualities are basically stable, and their succession consists of one

replacing another; likewise the substance remains unchatlged. The fact of

real succession or continuous change and becoming is covered and concealed.

Such is tqe logic immanent in our languages and
formulated once and for all by Aristotle: the
intellige*ce has as its essence to judge, and
judgment ~perates by the attribution of a predicate
to a subj¢ct. The subject,> by the sole fact of being
named, is defined as invariable; the variation will
reside in the diversity of the states that one will
affirm c01llcerning it, Q>ne after another. (48)
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There is the absolute stability of the subject, representing the

substance or objeot, on the one hand, and the various stabilities of

the predicates, of the qualities or attributes, on the other. For pur

poses of communication this dev1elopment of language is highly functional.

The substance is ~llegedly invariable, so when stating the subject, the

topic of discussion is precisely located, and would thus be recognized

and understood by the second party. Both parties would therefore

recognize the same starting-pofnt, from which to proceed to action.

With this general formation of language we are inadvertently

led to view change and movement as secondary and accidental, and stab

ility or immobility as primary and essential. As noted above, this phen

omena is not sole~y due to the function of language but is partially

attributable to o\llr manner of perception. As we focus attention on an

event, or consider an object, we tend to cut it out, so to spea~, from

the continuity of extension, from the context in which it is located;

we then proceed tm think about it and analyse it as an isolated

occurrence, an abstraction (for instance, the formation of number). We

pay attention to things in a se:ries of discrete acts and hence tend to

treat the resulting divisions to the phenomenon perceived rather than

the act of intention. Thus artificial divisions, isolation and stability

again conceal the real continuity of experience.

The most essential fact: of change which language and our inten

tional mode of perception concE~al is that of our fundamental self. The

two act together to create a st~erficial or symbolic self which is there

fore well adapted to language ~md social life in general. A return to

the underlying se,lf, Bergson h.is stressed, is a difficult task requiring

reflection and anlalysis - to pEmetrate through the superficial surface
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states~ The condition of the sig~~ as stated above, does not allow it

to express or convey change, no"relty or what is subjective and personal.

For all our inner states, we believe we are expressing them by word

designations whereas in fact, the 't1Tord 'covers' the state~ and conceals

the change. We atttibute to the actual state the fixity, the discontinuity,

the generality of the words themselves.

Bergson describes an eVE~nt in which this effect of the use of

(49)

language is most apparent. This is the familiar occurrence of a comparison

of impressions created by a totally new environment, with impressions of

that environment when it has be(~ome familiar. The objects originally

perceived are, at ithe later datE~, still called by the same names and

described in the same fashion dE~spite the obvious change in our impressions,

feelings, and so on. The impressions are solidified in order to be ex-

pressed in 1anguagle. This fact01r, combined with the direct influence

of the external obljects on our c:~hanging states (as 'tole11 as our perceptual

activity) producesl this superficial level of consciousness and the

general belief instability.

We confuse the feeling itself, which is in a perpetual
state of qecoming, with the permanent external object,
and espec±a11y with the word which expresses this object. (50)

The same exchange or tr.ansfer occurs with some of our more

rapidly changing sensations. Taste is one; the same name is given to

the sensation reg~rdless of my taste changing - when isolated and

named these sensations appear to us as objects rather than processes,

as stable rather than changing.

Not only 40es language make us believe in the un
changeableness of our sensations, but it will
sometimes deceive us as to the nature of the sensation
felt. (51)
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The word or concep~, according to Bergson, will yield only the stable,

common and impersonal aspect of our experience - the individual conscious

impressions are neiVer expressed ..

It is evidlent how naming, description and analysis tend to

distort the real ~xperience when we reflect upon our most passionate

feelings. A profound love, for instance, is not an isolated, stable

thing as our lang~age suggests, but is rather a feeling which develops,

grows, changes and lives:

••• lives because the duration in which it develops is
a duration whose moments permeate one another.

When we name and anlyse such a feeling, we are in effect spreading it

out in a homogeneous time and situating one lifeless state beside

another. We there~y eliminate the interpenetration and the effects

of such an emotion on all other psychic states. This juxtaposition of

our simple states is the first condition for the application of logic

to them. It is in this manner that the psychologist is led to a theory

of associationism, for the self is treated as a collection of distinct

independent state$, each capable of being isolated. Here we see this

whole procedure stern largely from our use of language. This is partly

(52)

" •• due to the fact that language is not meant to convey all the delicate

shades of inner sl:ates. II (53) I.anguage, for Bergson, is 'meant' for

another purpose, namely for cornman or social activity. For this

purpose language ~ust necessarily be spatial in nature. Words and

concepts will then adequately laxpress only what is common, stable, and

material.

The assodiationist' s c1onception of the mind would explain cer-

tain simple and ~mpersonal states, that is, the superficial self, but

fails to explain the deeper personal states, the fundamental self. Of
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such states, language can only fix 'the objective and impersonal aspect'.

In this sense, Bergson asserts that 'there is no common measure between

mind and language'.

Concepts, by their very nature, inevitably fail to grasp the

(54)

essence, the uniqueness in what is directly experienced, in what is real.

Philosophy must begin with what is real; and that, according to Bergson

is change, movement, or duration•

••• there never is real ~mmobility if we understand by
that an absence of movement. Movement is reality itself. (55)

Thinking, moreover, normally consists in passing from concepts to things:

Our intellect, when it follows its natural bent
proceeds, on the one hand, by solid perceptions, and
on the other, by stable conceptions.

Concepts of differ~nt qualities are to the real qualitative change of

(56)

an object as statidnary points are to real movement. Concepts into which

change is analysed are therefore stable views of the instability of the

real; the usual meaning of 'to think' is to take one of these views.

While fixed concepts can be abstracted from the mobile reality by

thought, one cannot reconstruct real mobility from fixed concepts. (57)

••• there is more in a mo'vement than in the successive
positions attributed to the moving object, more in
becoming tlian in the forms passed through in turn, more
in the evo]ution of form than the forms assumed one
after anotUer. Philosophy can therefore derive terms of
the second !kind from those of the first, but not the first
from the s~cond; from the first terms speculation must
take its start. (58)

Philosophical intuiltion thus requires a reversal of the usual process of

thought. Philosophy cannot begin with conceptual analysis nor end in

conceptual expression.

Bergson has established 'where philosophy must begin, that is,
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with intuition; and also that what is given in intuition cannot be

adequately expressed conceptually. This intuition, then, must be

conveyed or communicated in some other manner. Communicatio~, he argues,

can only take plac~ by means of the intelligence; although intuition

is more than an idea, it requires ideas in order to be conveyed. The

alternative, as notted above, is image, concrete ideas and metaphor.

Bergson explains in the following passage why it is that imagery can

here be more indicative of our experience than conceptual expression.

Comparison~ and metaphors will here suggest what cannot
be express~d. That will not constitute a detour; it
will amount to going straight to the goal. If one were
constantly to speak an abstract, so-called 'scientific'
language, ~>ne would be giving of mind only its imitation
by matter, for abstract ideas have been drawn from the
external w~rld and always imply a spatial representation;
yet one wo~ld think one had analysed mind. Abstract
ideas alone would, there~fO1:-e, in such a case, be
inviting u$ to imagine mind on the model of matter and
to think of it by transposition, that is, in the exact
meaning of the word, by me1t:aphor. Let us not be duped
by appearances: there are cases in which it is imagery
in language which knowingly expresses the literal
meaning, and abstract language which unconsciously
expresses itself figuratively. The moment we reach the
spiritual world, the image, if it merely seeks to suggest,
may give u~ the direct '\rision, while, the abstract term
which is spatial in origin and which claims to express,
most frequently leaves us in metaphor. (59)

If philosophical intuition involves a 'vision' or 'contact' with a

changing reality, and concepts by their nature cannot express change, then

clearly '\o7hat would best point to or suggest this would be a more appro-

priate expression ithan the concl~pt, which is literal or self-sufficient.



CHAPTER III

The first major issue that emerges at this point concerns the

method delineated by Bergson, in particular with respect to the

starting point of his philosophical enquiries; and that is, whether the

philosophical methqd of intuition is perhaps restricted to an investiga-

tion of, or penetration into, one's own consciousness. A second and

related question i$ whether duration is in fact merely a 'subjective'

reality in this seuse. Does the universe as a whole 'endure' and can

we speak of durat:j:.on or real ti.me with respect to other living bodies

and inanimate matter? Finally we: must consider whether Bergson offers

proof for a univer$al objective time, or absolute duration, or must

admit that there remains the possibility of a variety of diverse

mobilities of duration. Clearly the solutions to the three problems

areinterdependent. To the extent: which they can be considered separately,

they shall be discussed in the order posed.

SECTION I

Bergson raises the first question in An Introduction to

Metaphysics:

But if met)aphysics is to proceed by intuition, if intuition
has the mobility of duration as its object, and if

60
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duration is of a psychical nature. shall we not be
confining the philosopher to the exclusive contemplation
of himself. (1)

This could not be the case, he rl~plies, if we understand the essential

nature of duration and the process or activity of philosophical in-

tuition. It is only this method ~(7hich enables us to go beyond both

idealism and realism.

The act of intuition Bergson describes as an intellectual

expansion in which pne transcends the intellectual viewpoint - a

sympathy of mind, a tension, whieh allows the subject to 'coincide' with

the object. A commentator speaks of this 'coincidence' as follows:

Our act of $pirit coincides with the creative activity
in the univ¢rse. The intuition, then, is awareness of
something which is not ourselves which has the same
rhythm or movement, thesa~e degree of tension, the same
perfection of interpenettation of parts as we. (2)

The feeling of movement begins in. the self, but then is recognized as

real movement - the subjective factor is eliminated and the subject!

object dichotomy vam.ishes. The du.ration we consciously experience in

our selves is seen to be part of the more fundamental duration of the

universe.

Bergson seems to understand 'coincidence' to be synonymous with

identity; that is, that in this act of 'intellectual sympathy' the mind

and that of which it isaware are one. He goes beyond the position that

for intelligence (for example) to be able to comprehend reality, the

latter must be intelligible, for he asserts that the mind becomes that

which it knows: 'to philosophize Ic:onsists in placing oneself in the

object itself'. Thus the act or alc:ts of intuition occur prior to or after
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knowledge involvirtg a subject/object distinction; we are or become

that which we know. What is apprehended in this knowledge, this

psychical activity, is the ultimate subject and object - itself a

'whole'. Intuition, then, is not limited to a single act of grasping

the duration of the fundamental self but is rather a series of similar

acts which "corre$pond to all the degrees of being". (3)

Bergson's explanation of the various acts of intuition cor

responding to differing 'shades' of duration, is somewhat confusing at

this point. If we attempt to analyse duration by means of concepts, he

argues, we would arrive at one view of duration in general, from which

it would seem impossible for there to be a diversity. Bergson has al

ready explained hQw conceptual analysis is 'inadequate for philosophy,

and similarly is any approach by means of ordinary language.

On the other hand, through the actual act of intuition we experience

a 'certain very d¢terminate tension', that is, a particular concrete

tension, which apwears to be one of a number of possible durations. Thus

we are able to conceive many different possible durations. Although there

is no strictly logical reason for assuming there are any diverse

durations, any other than our own I' we do experience our own duration

as if it were part of a continu.ity of durations. Bergson compares this

inference with a hypothetical case in which the only colour we have

encountered issay. orange. If, rather than perceiving the colour

externally, we 'sYmpathized internally' with orange, we would experience

it as a tension between red and. yellow; and from there the probable

inference would b¢ that those in turn lead naturally into a continuous

spectrum of colout. In the same: manner:
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••• the intuition of our duration, far from leaving us
suspended i~ the void as pure analysis would do, brings
us into conltact with a whole continuity of durations
which v1e mu~t try to follow... (4)

At the one limit of this continuJlty, we would find pure homogeneity -

"that pure repetition by which WE~ define materiality". (5) The other

limit Bergson descr!ibes as an 'eternity of life' - an extremely in-

tense living movement, of which elUr o~vn duration forms a part:

•••an etern~ty which v10uld be the concentration of all
muration, as materiality is its dispersion. Between
these two e~treme limits intuition moves, and this
movement is the very essemce of metaphysics.

Of this continuity, other consciousnesses form a part. The

intuition is normally of ourselve~s; however, our consciousness is not

strictly divided or separated from other consciousness, as our body is

(6)

distinct from and external to other bodies in space. Evidence of inter-

penetration of consciousness is given through the powers of sympathy

and antipathy. Berg$on calls this phenomena 'psychological endosmosis'

and contends that it leads us toan intuition of consciousness in

general.

As noted ab~ve, it is not just consciousness which admits of

intuition, but the ~ntire world of the living:

(7)

If every living being is born, develops and dies, if life is
an evolution and if duration isin this case a reality,
is there no~ also an intuition of the vital, and con-
sequently a metaphysics of life... (8)

Science can determi~e the physico-chemical nature of organized matter,

but not the underlying cause or impetus for life; it is rather through

penetration of consciousness that we will discover this vital impetus.
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Inorganic or unorganized matter appears to be unaffected by, or

outside duration; it is treated Clccordingly in the sciences by ordinary

procedures of the intellect. Yet the material world must endure or be

in Some manner tied with our consciousness, our duration, for:

••• the material universe in its entirety keeps our
consciousness waiting; it waits itself.

Bergson illustrates this point by the example of sugar dissolving in

water; the time it takes for the sugar to dissolve is an absolute -

we wait. Our duration, and matter cannot then be independent of one

another.

(9)

Whether it (the material universe) is connected with mind
by its orig[ns or by its function, in either case it has
to do with ~ntuition through all the real change and move-
ment that it contains. (10)

Real duration or real chcmge is something psychical, something

spiritual. Intuitionseeks to pene~trate into this duration and to grasp

in all things, including material objects, their participation in

this duration, this spirituality.,

Thus an intuition into the duration of one's own consciousness

will lead to a penetration into ~md comprehension of life, matter and

reality in general. One could assert the contrary, Bergson contends, if

consciousness was accidental to matter. (11) In his study and analysis

of the whole evolut~onary process, Bergson demonstrates how this cannot

be the case. One cOjJ.ld deny it as well if consciousness and matter

were independent of one another. He maintains, however, that:

••• the matter and life which fill the world are equally
within us; the forces which work in all things we feel
within ourselves: whateve~r may be the inner essence of
what is and what is done, we are of that essence. ( 12)
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SECTION II

It is largely within his work Creative Evolutio!!, that Bergson

demonstrates that .duration is essential to the life of the universe as

a whole and not solely peculiar to man; that 'conscioousness' or the

psychical force or morement within each individual, penetrates the

whole of reality. Through an analysis of the evolutionary process, he

establishes the continuity of man's consciousness with the animal

kingdom in its entirety; and determines the relation of this 'movement'

to the inanimate or material world. He is thus led to distinguish

between two opposed 'movements' constitutive of reality - that of life,

spirituality or duration, and that of materiality, or matter. The

universe as a whole is shown to be similar to the human mind in that both

these movements, the former towards growth, creation and freedom, and the

latter towards repetition, homogeneity and necessity, are present.

Corresponding to these we have two complementary but opposed faculties

of knowledge - that of intuition for the former and intelligence for the

latter. ( in outlining the genesis of intelligence Bergson provides

the historical/biQlogical explanation for the nature of both the in-

tellect and language.) Stewart comments as follows on this dichotomy:

•••by meams of that which is material in ourselves we are
enabled t~ know matter; by means of that which is vital
and spiritual in ourselves we can come into sympathy
with life and spirit. (13)

Bergson thus replaces n~nus intellect, so to speak, into the

evolutionary process as a whole~, to discover the 'terminal point' of
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diverse evolutionary tendencies, and thereby to find from what they

were originally derived, how they relate to one another, and to grasp

or understand the m~vement, or life, as a whole.

His task is also to show that the intellect is incapable of any

other than a mechanical interpretation of the universe, and further,

that there is another faculty, latent in consciousness which is capable

of so doing. In the first place he argues that all previous attempts

at explanation of life have been fundamentally mechanical. (14) Secondly,

he tries to show that the form of intelligence has evolved to fulfill

a definite function, and that to do so it must remain basically

mechanical. Similarly language serves a definite purpose and follows the

dictates of the intellect. Bergson's emphasis is on the second proof.

Bergson must demonstrateas well that a mechanical theory of life

( and this may be understood in a general sense to mean any theory

formulated by ordinary rational thought ) does not adequately explain

life generally and particularly the evolutionary process. (In the same

manner as psychophysics and equiv.alent scientific endeavours fail in

principle to deal with psychic states.> He could prove that the perfect

functioning of intelligence yields a mechanical representation of reality

but he must go further to demonstrate the existence of a reality which

is non-mechanical in nature and thereby beyond the reach of intelligence.

He shows the need to posit an original 'psychical' impetus, common to

all species, and thereby demonstrates the complementarity of diverse

tendencies resulting from this. The nature of duration and that of in

tuition are clarified by an elucidation of the relationship between in

stinct and intellect, as evolved from this basic impetus. At the same
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time, the fundamental characteri.stics and limitations of the intellect

are delineated.

Thus ifit is the case that the universe as a whole is a dynamic

creative force, then the intellE~ctual faculties of the human mind will

be inadequate to its comprehension, and language inadequate to its

expression. The same, ~ve have sE~en, holds true with respect to our

'selves'. Our intellligence enables us to adapt to our material envir-

onment but cannot by itself revE~al the essence of life - of dura tiona

••• life••• from its origin is the continuation of one
and the same impetus, divided into divergent lines of
evolution. Something has grown, something has developed
by a series of additions which have been so many
creations. (15)

Here we can only state an outline of the arguments put forth

by Bergson concerning evolution:t and the implications drawn from his

theory that pertain to the abovla issues. His conclusions are based

partially on an e~amination of all scientific evidence for evolution,

and partially on Bin analysis and. evaluation of other theories of

evolution. We begiJn here with the latter.

The theory attributing ,evolution to a series of accidents, he

claims, be they insensible vari,ations or sudden perceptible ones, is

inadequate. Likewise is that positing its occurrence through the direct

or indirect influence of external circumstances and the consequent

adaptation to this environment. None of these theories, Bergson con-

tends, can account for resemblances in organ structure of two indepen-

dent species. He uses, as an example the complex structure of the eye.

Moreover, such st~uctural similarities are very common within the
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animal kingdom. Bergson thus cla.ims:

••• we must appeal to some inner directing principle
in order tm account for this convergence of effects.

An organ like the eye could only have been so formed by continual

change in a definite direction. Any combination of physical and

chemical causes does not constitute a sufficient explanation. There

must be an impetus or force, sustained along all divergent lines of

evolution which ~..:rolilld be the basic cause of all those variations -

'that accumulate amd create new species'. (17) Adaptation to environ-

ment is a necessaty condition for evolution: this is not to say,

however, that it is the directin,g cause of evolution.

(16)

Evolution, he therefore contends, always admits of a psychological

interpretation. Al¢ng each of the diverse lines there remains something

in Common - something of the 'whole' remains in the 'parts'. He thus

speculates that the essential causes at work must be of a psychological

nature; the 'commo~ impetus', this inner directing principle wouldbe

a force of a psychical or spiritual nature - essentially a creative

force. Bergson refers to it as a universal 'consciousness'.

Bergson's ~ext step is to further verify this hypothesis and

to determine more precisely the essence of this common impetus, its

original nature and divergent tendencies. He thus traces the divergent

directions or tendencies life ha,s followed in the evolutionary process.

His aim is to find the principal directions of the evolution of different

species, rather th~n the order of succession of particular ones, and

primarily that leading to man. Thereby he seeks to determine the

relation of man to the animal kingdom, and the place of the animal

world within the whole.
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Combining tpese tendenciE~s then, we shall get an
approximatipn or rather an imitation of the indivisible
motor principle whence their impetus proceeds. (18)

An attempt is thus made to delimit the plant and animal kingdoms.

Since all manifestations of life possess in Some state or other the
ess
essential characteristics of othE~r forms of life, the distinctions are

made in terms of proportions or tendencies. There is no definite

characteristic that distinguishes the plant and animal kingdoms in

their entirety, thalt is, no precise definition of either•

••• the group must not be defined by the possession of
certain cha~acteristics but by its tendency to
emphasize t!hem.

Thus taking into consideration tlmdencies and not states, Bergson dis-

tinguishes the t"t'10 :divergent series - those of plants and animals. Of

the latter he claims: "animal life is characterized in its general

(19)

direction by mobililty in space"; plants, by their immobility. These (20)

two tendencies, which in their pll:'oportions distinguish two evolutionary

kingdoms, are, however, signs of deeper ones - those of consciousness

and the lack of consciousness.

Consciousness and unconsldousness mark the directions in
which the ~o kingdoms have developed, in this sense, that
to find the best specimens of consciousness in the animal
'tV'e must asciend to the highest representatives of the series,
whereas to ,find probable cases of vegetable consciousness we
must descend as low as plDssible in the scale of plants. (21)

Thus one would define the animal by 'sensibility and awakened

consciousness', and the vegetabl,e by 'consciousness asleep and insen-

sibility'. As the vegetable can :manufacture organic matter directly out

of mineral elements, this enables it to dispense with mobility and
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feeling. On the other hand t animals who mustsearch for organic food: -

have evolved in the direction of locomotor activity
and consequently of a consciousness more and more
distinct t more and more ample. (22)

Given the n,ature of these divergent tendencies Bergson speculates

that the characteristics of the animal and vegetable kingdoms co-existed

originally in some common species, and that they dissociated as they

grew.

The harmony of the two kingdoms, the complementary characters
they display, might then be due to the fact that they
develop two tendencies which at first were fused in one. (23)

Such an original tendency split as it developed, but in each specialized

trend, what was essential in the original was, in various degrees,

preserved.

On the basis of the data providing evidence for evolution,

Bergson observes further that as life developed, there arose an in-

creasing proportion of indeterminacy or freedom •

•••at the root of life there is an effort to engraft on
to the necessity of physical forces the largest amount
of indeter~ination. (24)

Later he states:

••• the role of life is to insert some indetermination
into matter. Indeterminate t i.e. unforeseeable are the
forms it c~eates in the course of its evolution.

Evolutionary develQpment, can in general be understood in terms of

these two movements,that towards materiality, and that of life.

The way life evolves and breaks down into species depends on these two

sorts of causes. First, the resistance of inert matter; secondly, the

(25)

force or impetus which life bears itself. Life, as a creative evolution
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is set back, retaim.ed or thwarte:d by the very materiality it has assumed.

As seen in the last chapter where the distinction was made be-

tween the superficial and the fundamental self, we experience this dual

aspect most intimately in our own lives. In general, what Bergson has

observed to be chatacteristic of evolutionary development as a whole

is that which characterizes individual human growth - consciousness,

movement, freedom, creation - in a word, duration.

Considering the movement of life as a whole, particularly

within the animal kingdom, Bergson observes two immanent powers, in-

stinct and intelligence, which originally were united but diverged in

the process of growth. These two powers are manifested most clearly in

the highest forms of two species - the arthropods and the vertebrates.

Using adaptibility and variety a:s criteria for superiority, he observes

insect, especially ,the hymenoptera, to be the culmination of the evol-

ution of the arthropods, and the human species, that of the vertebrates •

••• since instinct is nowhere so developed as in the
insect world, and in no group of insects so marvellously
as in the ~ymenoptera, it may be said that the whole
evolution of the animal kingdom, apart from retrogressions
toward vege!tative life, has taken place on two divergent
paths, one !of which led t:o instinct and the other to
intelligence. (26)

It is therelfore the vegetative, instinctive and rational elements

which must together have formed that original vital impetus, which in

the course of evo1u!tion were dissociated. These three elements would not

constitute successi¥e degrees of the same tendency, but divergent

tendencies of an ac!tivity which split as it grew. The difference is of

kindrather than degree or intensity. In so far as instinct and intelligence
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are things or tendencies of a different order, one cannot be considered

superior.

If the force immanent in life were unlimited, the two might have

developed togethe~; but everything, Bergson claims, points to the fact

that this force, being limited, must choose, so to speak, the direction

to follow. Although they diverge increasingly as they develop they

would never entirely separate. Neither the one nor the other would ever

be found in a solitary state; each retains traces of the other:

In reality, they accompany each other only because
they are qomplementary, and they are complementary
only beca~se they are different, what is instinctive
in instinct being opposite to what is intelligent in
intelligence.

So even within the human species, where the intellect is perfectly

(27)

operative and dominan~, there remains a residue of instinctual activity.

As instinct and intelligence appear to be the highest manifest-

ations of living tendencies, Bergson looks to them to determine how an

organism generally manifests life. In instinct and intelligence he sees

tvlO different modes of psychical activity, and primarily "two different

methods of action on inert matter", so life is manifested in an

organism's efforts to obtain things from the material world. in its

action on matter. (28)

Bergson states here mor,e precisely how instinct and intelligence

represent divergent solutions of this same problem. Intelligence, -

•••consid~red in what s,eems to be its original feature,
is the faculty of manufacturing artificial objects,
especially tools to make tools, and of indefinitely
varying the manufacture. (29)

Instinctual action, on the other hand, is somewhat more direct. Certain
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instruments form part of the body itself; corresponding to these is an

instinct which knows how to use them. This would define the limits

towards which instinct tends, that is "instinct consists in a natural

ability to use an inborn mechanism". At the height of instinct and (30)

intelligence we find the essent:lal difference:

••• instinc!t perfected is a faculty of using and even of
constructing organized instruments; intelligence perfected
is the faculty of making and using unorganized instruments. (31)

Accordingl~, instinct and intelligence constitute two modes of

'internal activity". The differEmces in internal structure then imply two

different kinds of knowledge. lllstinctual knowledge is rather acted

and unconscious, and in the case of intelligence, it is thought and

conscious. Consciousness here signifies deliberation or choice in

Bergson's terms 'the representation of the act'. The knowledge inherent

in instinctual behaviour is rather only implicit; it is externally re-

flected in actions and movements rather than inwardly or internally

in consciousness.

Innate intelligence Bergson considers to be inherited knowledge

of relations or forms rather them objects; with instinct it is knowledge

of a matter •

•••whatever in instinct and intelligence is innate know
ledge, bea~s in the first case on things and in the second
on relations. (32)

It is thus a tendency to establish relations that is innate in intell-

igence; and this tendency impliE~s natural knowledge of general relations:

Where acti!Vity isdirectE~d toward manufacture, therefore
knowledge necessarily bears on relations. But this

entirely formal knowledge of intelligence has an immense
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(33)

This innate tendency to establish relations seems to be an unconscious

knowledge of certain relations E~mployed habitually - those for instance

of identity, of cause and effect t of contained to container - all of

which are inherently spatial. These 'tvould constitute regulative

principles for the activity undlertaken by human beings (the major activity,

we noted above, being action on inert matter). Stewart states the follow-

ing with respect to these relations.

The activity of all intelligent beings, i.e. of all
vertebrat~s, isregulated by them, and man most particular
ly in his manufacturing activity, proceeds upon these
general relations, which upon reflection, appear to him
as necessarily true. These fundamental conceptions or
principles may also be regarded as constituting the
framework of an ideal material or spatial world. (34)

We noted above how the logic of the language we employ follows the same

patterns; for instance, the manner in which we express change in an

object.

The primary function of intelligence is then to establish relations.

The intellect is regarded as rE!lative to the needs of action; the form

of the intellect can then be dElduced from this function. We know that

the intellect is especially adapted to action, in particular, to con-

struction, in which the material world is treated as inert immobile

matter. The capacities and limitations of the intellect can be stated

accordingly.

If therefiore, the tendl~ncy of the intellect is to fabricate t

wemay explect to find that whatever is fluid in the real will
escape it in part, and whatever is life in the living will
escape it altogether. Our intelligence, as it leaves the
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hands of nature, has for its chief object the unorganized solid. (35)

Bergson proceeds next to clearly delineate these characteristics.

The intellect, functioning best: in the material world on solid, extended

objects, considers matter to be: indefinitely divisible. The continuity

of material extension is equiva.lent to the possibility of decomposing

matter.

Of the discontinuous alone does the intellect form
aclear idea. (36)

And words have precise meanings only when they designate fixed objects.

Although we act om mobile objects, we are interested only in the begin-

ning or the end, the design or path of the movement, rather than the

process or the movement itself.

From mobiLity itself our intellect turns aside, because
it has nothing to gain in dealing with it. (37)

When it does so the idea of mobility is formed by a construction out of

immobilities. This substitution is a practical equivalent for the intellect

which aims naturally at useful ends. Bergson thus argues that it is

by virtue of a natural disposition that our intellect is attached to

the stableand unchangeable.

Of immobility alone does the intellect form a clear idea. (38)

As fabrication is the basic aim of intelligence, all matter is

regarded as carvable and recomposable. From here the idea of a spatial

medium is conceived - that which is empty and homogeneous, infinite and

infinitely divisible, which can be decomposed in any manner required.

This idea of space:

••• symbolizes the tendency of the human intellect
tofabrication. (39)
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As the basic intellectuall forces treat matter as instrumental

for action, the intellect is lost when confronted with the living and

theorganized. The intellect always proceeds by resolving the organized

into the unorganized:

... it cann~t think true continuity, real mobility,
reciprocal penetration _. in a word, that creative
evolution which is life.

Continuity cannot be thought by the intellect while following its

(40)

natural bent: for continuity implies multiplicity of elements and inter-

penetration of them all. Our tendency is to separate things in space

and to fix them in time.

The intell~ct is not made to think evolution in
the proper sense of the 'word - that is to say, the
continuity of a change that is pure mobility. (41)

The intellect must represent any form of becoming or change as

a series of homogeneous states that are reunited. Thinking here consists

in reconstituting and this takes place with given, hence stable, elements.

Communication takesl place by mealtlS of fixed symbols. Because the intellect

is bent on reconstituting or rearranging the old, it cannot grasp w'hat

is new, created, unforeseeable.

Explaining ,it (invention) always consists in resolving it,
the unforeseeable and ne'tV', into elements old or known,
arranging in a different order. The intellect can no more
admit complete novelty than real becoming: that is to
say, here again it lets ~m essential aspect of life
escape, as if it were not intended to think such an object. (42)

Bergson thus considers the inability to comprehend life, as a definitive

characteristic of the intellect. Language, following the dictates of the

intellect, is likewise limited to communicating only what is basically

spatial and static.
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An understanding of instinct, however, and how it differs from

the intellect, will lead us to the method required to penetrate that

with which the intellect is unable to deal and language unable to

express - .namely, that which is mobile, living, creating - duration.

Instinct itself is a process which the intellect and scientific method-

ology accordingly can never adequately comprehend. Instinct, Bergson

claims, ' is molded on the very form of life'. Instinct proceeds

'organically'; intelligence, mechanically. The essential primary in-

stincts are in fa¢t vital processes. Most instincts do admit of

scientific explanation - but scientific methods will never be able to

completely analyse instinct.

The reason is that instinct and intelligence are two
divergent developments of one and the same principle,
which in the one case, remains within itself, in the
other steps out of itself and becomes absorbed in the
utilizati0n of inert matter. This gradual divergence
testifies to a radical incompatibility, and it points
to the fa¢t that it is impossible for intelligence to
reabsorb instinct. That which is instinctive in instinct
cannot be expressed in terms of intelligence nor cam it
be analys~d.

Bergson asks vlhy we should think instinct is capable of being

resolved into intelligent eleme~nts or even intelligible terms.

Biology has shown us that evolution has taken place along divergent

lines. At the extremities of the two principal lines we find instinct

(43)'

and intelligence in their purest forms. This should demonstrate clearly

that one need not be nor cannot: be resolvable into or reducible to the

other.

Yet science can only and does only express instinct in terms of

intelligence; and in this procedure an imitation of instinct is constructed.
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This, necessarily, is the function of science - it must give us a

translation of the object in justthese terms.

Whether it makes institlct a compoundreflex, or a habit
formed intelligently that has become automatism, or
a sum of small accidental advantages accumulated and
fixed by selection, in every case science claims to
resolve instinct complE~tely eitherinto intelligent
actions or into mechani.sms built up piece by piece
like those combined by our intelligence. (44)

The intellect then is unable to comprehend what is vital, what

is living - neither consciousne:ss nor duration. However, Bergson

does not equate intelligence with the entire capacity of the mind.

Our experience is more comprehensive than rational experience, and

thought greater than rational or intellectual thought. As noted above,

in each of the diverse evolutionary lines, traces of opposing and

complementary tendencies are to be found. Instinct, although not

intelligible to tHe intellect, is not beyond the limits of the mind:

In the phenomena of feeling, in unreflecting sympathy
I

and antipathy, we experience in ourselves - though
under a much vaguer form, and one too much penetrated
with intelligence - something of what must happen in the
consciousnless of an inslect acting by instinct. (45)

Bergson speculates that the insiact would discern a force, by a sort of

lived intuition, Which might be close to 'divining sympathy'. The

scientific theoriels of instinct either regard instinct as intelligent

(that is, intelligence 'lapsed'), or as intelligible (reducible to a

pure mechanism). The real explanation, metaphysical rather than

scientific, must be sought in the direction of what Bergson calls

'sympathy' •

Instinct is sympathy. If this sympathy could extend its
object and also reflect upon itself, it would give us the
key to vital operations - just as intelligence, developed
and disciplined, guides us into matter. (46)
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It is this which is the domain of intuition - what Bergson

calls the 'inwardness of life'. Here he posits the relationship between

instinct and intuition:

••• by intuition I mean instinct that has become disinter
ested, self-conscious, capable of reflecting on its object
and of enlarging it inde:finitely. (47)

By disinterested imstinct, Bergson means instinct released from its

practical activity, from its physiological function. In a real sense,

instinctual behaviour in our ordinary understanding of the term is

unconscious activity; that is, the insect is notacting for consciously

determined ends and neither is he accomplishing them by such means. To

talk of instinct becoming slef conscious and reflecting on its object

seems contradictory, but the pro'blem is resolved if what was said above

about the method of intuition is recalled. (48) Intuition is reflection,

but the act of knowing 'coincide:s' with the process known, or the object

reflected upon. The method of in.tuition, as well, is a disinterested

one; that is, it d(\)es not have activity as its goal. In this light we

can understand the elevation of instinct to intuition.

Intelligen(i:e is describe:d by Bergson as the 'nucleus' with in-

stinct, transformecll. to intuition:, forming a vague nebulosity around it.

Intuition, he contends, must transcend intelligence, but requires it to

elevate it above instinct.

On the one hand it will utilize the mechanism of
intelligence itself to show how intellectual molds
cease to be strictly applicable; on the other hand,
by its own. work, it will suggest to us the vague feeling
if nothing more, of what: must take the place of
intellectual molds. (49)

Although knowledge obtained by intuition could never be comparable
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to that of intelligence, it is intuition which brings us to the living -

to the vital impetus, to duraticm, at the heart of evolution and of

ourselves •

•• •by the sympathetic cc)mmunication which it establishes
between us and the rest of the living, by the expansion
of our conlsciousness which it brings about, it intro
duces us into life's oml domain, which is reciprocal
interpenet:ration, endlessly continued creation. But,
though it thereby transl:ends intelligence, it is from
intelligence that has C4:>me the push that has made it
rise to the point it has reached. Without intelligence
it would have remained in the form of instinct. (50)

Thus Bergslon has provid1ed proof, first, that duration is

not merely a subjective phenOmeltla, but is that fundamental reality

in which both consciousness and the physical or material world

participate, and secondly, that by means of intuition, the philosopher

is able to comprehend that reality. Moreover, he has demonstrated the

requirements of life which prev,ent the intellect from so doing, and

language from communicating. It is these requirements which demand

the spatializing ~ctivity of the mind, which we have seen to be the

cause of our erroneous conception of time.

SECTION III

The question which arises now is this: 'how is thetransition

accomplished from this inner duration to the time or duration of

physical objects external to us? q. When 't'le perceive the external

world, Bergson contends, our pe~rception appears to us to be both
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external and internal;as a subjE~ctive state of consciousness, and as

an objective external reality. As noted above (with the example of the

pendulum), each moment of our clmscious life corresponds to or is

simultaneous with our body and ~vhat is external to it as well; the

surrounding matter 'seems to participate in our duration'. From here,

we habitually or naturally project or extend this duration from the

immediate physical environment to the whole world.

The unive'I:se seems to us to form asingle whole; and, if
the part tjhat is aroundus endures in our manner, the
same must hold, we think~ for that part by which it,
in turn is surrounded, .and so on, indefinitely. Thus
is born tjhe idea of a duration of the universe, that
is to say, of an impersl:mal consciousness that is the
link among all individual consciousness, as between
these consciousnesses aud the rest of nature. (51)

The major question for Bergson l:oncerning this hypothesis is not

whether it is true or false, but where experience ends and theory be-

gins. Our own duration, and theparticipation of our immediate environ-

ment in this duration are facts of our experience, even though the

nature of this participation is unclear. (Bergson reached no clearly

formulated positiqn onthis question in Time and Free Will) Beyond this,

that is, beyond t4e facts of our experience, there is no absolute

proof; in different environments, the same duration may not be

experienced. Moreover, there may be differing durations characterizing

various levels of consciousness, within the animal world as a whole.

However, there appears to be no reason to extend this hypothesis (that

of differing durations) to the physical world. Through an argument by

analogy, Bergson supports the contrary hypothesis - of a single and

universal physical time.
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The first premise of this argument is stated as follows:

All human consciousness are of like nature, perceive
in the sameway, keep in step, as it were, and live
the same duration.

We may assume, Be~gson proceeds, that there are many human conscious-

nesses, and that any two of these are close enough to share the same

'outer experience', that is, the same external environment, objective

events. Then:

(52)

Each of t~ese two outer experiences participates in the
duration of the two con,sciousnesses. And, since the
two consciousnesses hav'e the same rhythm of duration,
so must the two experiences. (53)

Thus the two experiences, which have part in common, wouldparticipate

in a single duration, that of either consciousness. This argument

could be repeated until all theevents of the world are sho...m to

participate in a single duration. If we then eliminate human conscious-

ness, there would be just this single, universal and impersonal time,

in which everythi~g occurs.

The argument is by no means meant as a conclusive proof but

was intended to support Bergsonl's hypothesis that the physical world

must, in a sense similar to our 'selves', endure,and endure in the same

degree of mobility. (This is an assumption, implicitin Bergson's

philosophy from the beginning.) Furthermore, it must be recalled that

for Bergson, at the level of the theoretical, there are no absolute

truths, such as there are in the domain of conscious experience. A

lengthy analysis and criticism of this argument, then, would not be

particularly useful, but two objections can be raised briefly. The

first isthat the theory of a single universal time for the entire
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universe depends on the identity of inner durations; and this initial

assumption remains without proof. Secondly, the nature of this

'participation' of objective events or the external environment,

in one's conscious duration is left vague and confused, as is the

concept of 'experience (including 'outer experience') genel~ally. The

conclusion rests heavily on these two ambiguous concepts.

Leaving the question of a single time in the universe, Bergson

attempts to establish again:

••• that "Tie cannot speak of a reality which endures
without inserting consc~iousness into it.

If time is a succession, and rE~quires a 'before and 'after', it also

requires the connection between the two; it is impossible to conceive

of such a connection, Bergson argues, "1ithout an elementary memory

and therefore consciousness. WE~ canconsider a moment in the physical

world, independent of human COilsciousness; and also a second such

moment as close as possible to the first. Would we then have, Bergson

asks, without any memory or consciousness, a minimum period of time?

That would be impossible, he rE~plies, for there would be only one or

(54)

the other, only a single instant, no before or after, no succession, no

time. At the lealst, an elementary memory is required to make the

connection. vlliat ~e understand here by 'memory' is all that is required

to make this connection:

••• a mete continuing of the before into the immediate
after with a perpetually renewed forgetfulness of what
is not the immediately prior moment. We shall nonetheless
have introduced memory. (55)

The duration which separates the two instants is essentially the same

as that memory which connects them; for duration is just this continuation
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of the past, 'of what no longer exists' into what exists at present. (56)

A reply is thus given to the third major question raised at

the beginning of this chapter. Bergson admits the slight possibility

that there be a number of diverse 'durations': but he does attempt

to prove the existence of a universal, objective time, and is firmly

convinced of the latter himself. He reiterates the position that the

physical, material world endures as well, and asserts the corollary

which follows - that spiritual or psychic forces - consciousness -

must penetrate the universe in its entirety.

SECTION IV

If duration, or consciousness in general, is the domain of

intuition, of philosophy, and duration penetrates the physical as

well as the psychical realm, we must then establish more precisely

the domain of the intellect, an,d of science. The following section

contains a summary and clarific,atfLOn of the characteristics and

limitations of the intuitive and intellectual methods for obtaining

knowledge, and a consideration of the relationship between science

and philosophy, and their relative values.

By intuition, Bergson means:

••• the kind of intellectual sympathy by which one places
oneself within an object in order to coincide with what is
unique in it and consequently inexpressible. (57)

Intuition signifies a grasp of, or penetration into an immediate
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mobility, duration, or what is liv'ing and conscious. A certain effort

or tension of the mind is required, for in order to philosophize in

this manner we must suspend, or detach ourselves from, our normal

processes or methods of thought and expression. We requireboth this

tension of the mind and a 'faculty' of sympathetic insight in order

to attain metaphysical knowledge. We are asked by Bergson to invert

the habitual direction of thought, of the mind, and to disregard our

conceptual language; for the latter, we have seen, are functions of

the human intelleu, which - 'i.s designed for wholly practical pur-

poses', and hence has these essential limitations.

The intellect is the in.strument of knowledge for science; it can

only comprehend wmat is inert, spatial and mechanical. Designed to

facilitate action~ the intellect has specific limitations - the

intellect tends to apprehend the world as a collection of spatial

objects, to treat it as though it were static and immobile, and in terms

of measurable units. In the sciences, time and motion are treated

as successions of points and instants. This spatialization of time

and mathematical tepresentation of motion actually falsify their real

nature. The scientific method thus yields 'relative' knmvledge, for

the object is externally approclched and symbolically represented.

This method implies 'moving around the object', that is, viewing the

object from a number of perspe(~tives, thus makingknowledge dependent

upon our standpoint and the s~nbols used. Scientific methods usually

proceed by analysis -

•• the ope:ration which lreduces the object to elements
already known, that is, to elements common both to it
and other objects. (58)
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We can thereby represent the object from many different points of view

so the analysis can go on indefinitely.

The metaphysical method, intuition, on the contrary may yield

'absolute' knowledge in that it claims to dispense with s)~bols,

representations and analysis. It is a means of apprehending a reality

by 'entering into' or identifying with it: it is an act of direct

participation in experience, in concrete duration. Such an intuition:

••• is accomplished by making an effort to detach oneself
from the demands of action by inverting the normal
attitude of consciousness and immersing onesQlf in the
current of direct awareness. (59)

Intellectual cognitions could never yield such direct knowledge of

reality. Absolute knowledge, in this sense, as given in intuition

is perfect knowledge, that is:

•• the absolute, which is the object and not its represen
tation, the original, and not its translation, is
perfect, by being perfectly what it is. (60)

Hence true metaphysics is the means of apprehending a reality

'absolutely', without representation or symbol or analysis.

In a number of places throughout his works Bergson maintains

that the relative knowledge of science complements this absolute

knowledge of metaphysical intuition, that both yield true results when

restricted to their own sphere. He states in one place:

••• it is ~ea1ity in itself, absolute reality, which
the mathematical and physical sciences reveal to us.

And in the same article there follows:

Science begins to become relative, or rather symbolic
only when it attacks the problems of life and con
sciousness from the side of physico-chemistry.

(61)

(62)
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In An Introduction to Metaphysi.cs~ hm.rever, he claims that scientific

results, although practically Ulseful do not constitute true knowledge:

•• they falsify the actual character of the world in the
interests of action. (63)

In Hatter and Memory, as wel~ he suggests that the faculty of intelli-

gence always deforms distorts atnd disorganizes the real. He claims

here, that:

••• enslaved to certain necessities of bodily life
(intelligence) has not followed the internal line
of the structure of things.

The inconsistency is pa~rtially resolved, however, in that

Bergson makes a distinction between mathematical and conceptual

relations, including those within the sciences. Conceptual relations

and terms. although they may lE!ad us to absolute knowledge, will

always remain symbolic and prmtisional. This is not the case with

mathematical laws: for Bergson contends that they are immanent in

matter, and intelligence, 'which tends naturally to geometry' is at

home in this domain. In Creathre Evolution,Bergson states the

following:

(64)

The inteH.ect bears within itself in the form of
natural logic, a latent geometrism that is set free
in the measure and proportion that the intellect
penetrates into the nature of inert matter. Intelligence
is in tune ~vith this matter... (65)

Now we may ask if mathematical laws, according to Bergson, yield

'absolute' knowledge. The intellect, as well as inert matter, must

be considered properly as 'movement'; as such, something of the

opposing 'movement', that towards spirituality or duration, abides in
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that of the former. Thus Bergson points out, also in Creative Evolution,

that the laws of mathematics could never apply completely, for in that

case it would have to be pure nmtter, and completely inert. Bergson

generally does not refer to thE~se 'movements', and hence speak in

terms of degrees, but treats the whole movement as just 'matter'. In

fact, he considers everything to be 'part' of one movement or the

other, and nothing is ever completely a part of one or the other. As

both these inverse movements al:e 'real', knowledge obtained at the

limit of either, by science in the one and metaphysics in the other,

may be 'absolute', In this sense only would science yield absolute

knowledge.

Bergson's views on the adequacy of conceptual relations have

already been discussed at length. They can be summarized in a quotation

from An Introduction to Metaphysics:

••• reality is known and communicated intuitively
not discursively - the concepts of the intellect
are unabl~ to communicate it.

The task of the philosopher would be to build a progressive knowledge

of the realities of life and consciousness which are not symbolic.

Bergson believes that like the poet and the artist he must express

himself through metaphor, anal()gy II and image; precise conceptual

expression is reserved for the domain of scientific intelligence.

(66)

Thus the philosophical method proposed is based on an essential

limitation of the validity or applicability of intelligence(and its

expression) outside a particul'3.r field. Such limitations are inherent

in the very natur!e of intelliglimce so that no extension of intellectual
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categories or forms of thought can transcend them. Its sphere is that

of inert matter; lPeyond that its use is strictly pragmatic, and will

not 'yield true kmov7ledge. Bergson contends that all developments in

modern science inareasingly illustrate the inability of the intellect

to comprehend anything other than what is static and mechanical.

Events analysed by the sciences are generally separated from the 'whole'

and unique differ$nces are ignored. Stewart states this position as

follows:

••• it is due to the inherent nature of intelligence
as a faculty of action, which must isolate and predict
- which, indeed, must isolate and eliminate differences
in order to predict.

The method of science is increasingly dominated by the law

of identity; the procedure is expressed by means of concepts and

space is always immanent. In this method there is a distinction be-

tween the knower and what is knmvn. The metaphysical method, on the

other hand, is a dynamic immedi,ate one; the distinction between the

subject and the object has not yet arisen or has been removed. Referring

to the attainment of this immed:iate knowledge, Bergson says that it is

knowledge -

••• emptied of all which does not come from the object
itself and, consequently, infallible and perfect. (68)



CHAPTER IV

As stated earlier, thE~ aim of this thesis was not to provide

a comprehensive critique but rather an exposition and analysis of

the development of Bergson's conception of time. The purpose of

this chapter will be to summarize that development and point out

some of the major problems in Bergson's position. My aim here is

to demonstrate that the problE~ms in Bergson's philosophy arise

generally from a misunderstanding of language, its nature and its

use (for example~ arbitrary definitions and limitations) - and in

particular from the basic distinction Bergson establishes between

quality and quantity - a distinction which is fundamental to his

entire philosophy.

A general proof is offered to show that quantity is not

applicable to psychic states, to our actual conscious experience

of individual sensations, nor to the 'multiplicity' in consciousness.

I will argue that Bergson may be correct about the former, butnot

the latter. There is one COTImQent to be made in connection with the

first argument. The criteria for number, Bergson claims, implies

that the object to which it applies must be extended. Therefore

quantity cannot apply to mental or psychicstates, or to anything

that is not material. When WE~ do so, it is largely due tiC> the
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illegitimate transfer of objective causes and conditions into our

subj ective conscious experienc,e. He cites a method of avoiding the

problem through a distinction between 'extensive and measurable'

quantity and 'intensive and non-measurable' quantity. The solution

is dismissed by the claim that the criterion for one would not be

applicable to the other. The point to be made here, is that Bergson

is mistaken about the requirements for the correct and meaningful

use of a wordor concept. This is an objection that Wittgenstein

would raise here; namely, that the criteria for the use of a word

in one set of circumstances need not bethe same as the criteria

employed in a different situation. Bergson could reply, however,

thatthe meaning of the expressions 'greater than' and 'less than'

implies reference to extended objects; and thus the use of this

language to refer to psychic states actually falsifies or distorts

the basic nature of psychic phenomena. The objection remains:

for if the word or concept is notused out of the context, and we

understand the situation or ci.rcumstances, such distortion, would not

occur.

It appears thatBergsoD~as just arbitrarily defined quantity

in this case and as a result can establish the radical distinction

between quality and quantity. He attempts to demonstrate, in effect,

that this is not an arbitrary definition, but follows necessarily

from the nature of language dE~manded by the function of the intellect.

We will see below that this limitation is unjustified. Consequently

the same objection holds with respect to all the characteristics

which he claims to be true of language.

91
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All attempts to measure sensation, Bergson concludes, are futile

in principle; for essential qualitative factors are eliminated

and interpreted a~ quantitativE!. Thus, according to Bergson,

individual psychic states are E!xperienced as qualitative; it is

at a reflective level that they are interpreted as quantitative.

The question at this point is ~mether all states together can be

considered in terms of quantity; that is, does number apply to

the multiplicity of conscious states - this 'form' of duration.

In order to determine the fundamental nature of duration,

Bergson considers the possibly distorting effects the external

conditions and the activity of the intellect would have on this

multiplicity.

Bergson thus establishe~s the distinction between time as

quantity and time as quality, a.nd then cla.rifies our habitual con

fusion between the tivO. The proof offered is to the effect that the

concept of number implies a spaltializing ac tivityof the mind, that is,

quantity implies spatiality. Hence the multiplicity of psychic

states bears no resemblance to units of a number; quantity is not

therefore, applicable to durati.on.. The concept of quantity and

'reciprocal exter:m.ality' are characteristic of and applicable to

space (the extended, material 'Iiil'orld) and not time.

I cannot kere examine the argument in detail, but will rather

suggest where the error lies. Theconclusions Bergson draws concerning

the meaning and use of 'number' rest on the process he believes is

required in order to form or learn the notion of number; and that is

that we must have an image of a number of objects in juxtaposition, and
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that these objects must be considered identical. Hence he concludes

thatwe can only applynumber whlen we have discrete material objects

and quality is eliminated. In other words, Bergson has equated the

conditions for the genesis of the notion of number with the criteria

for its use. A clear idea of number, he claims, implies a visual

image in space. He presupposes that an idea of number is equivalent

to the representaltion of objects. Bergson considers a word to be

clear and precise only when it denotes an object. Again, this is

the conclusion drawn from his "iew of the function of the intellect.

If this criticism is correct, then there would be no such

identification of temporal succession with spatial juxtaposition

nor the separation of quantity from the concept of time.

Having allegedly proved that quantity implies spatiality,

he thereby demonstrates that the multiplicity of conscious states

differsfrom that of material objects; the former is a multiplicity

of interpenetration and the latter of juxtaposition. Inthe multiplicity

of consciousness, the states are not distinct and must be symbolically

represented in space in order to be quantified. Bergson analyses

our ordinary concept of time and explains hmv duration or real time

differs from it. Our ordinary concept of time arises from just this

symbolic representation of psyc:hic states. This representation by

the intellect is therefore actually space, he contends, and hence

duration must be radically different.

There follows Bergson'sanalysis of the concept of space and

thespatializing activity of thE! mind; the latter we are told is due

to the requirements of practiced life. Our ordinary concept of space
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as a homogeneous medium, and our concept of time, as the same, are

analysed in order to determine the nature of real time from which

the latter was derived.

Duration then, is unlike our ordinary concept of time - that

formed by the intellectual faculty; Bergson describes the nature of

this 'real' time and shows how duration differs from 'clock' time.

'Measuring time' is found to bl~ merely 'counting simultaneities.

The transfer of eixternal conditions into duration is allegedly

explained and tbe reasons are given for this interchange between

pure succession and pure externality. The explanatory case for this

transfer, illustr'ating the fab,rication of the spurious conception

of time, is the pendulum. We nl:>ted the difficulty with this explan

ation in Chapter One. It fails to explain the origin of this concept

of time without p'resupposing it. A conclusion to be drawn as a result,

is that the notion of number i13 not alien to the multiplicity in

consciousness; Bergson is mistaken about the nature of real time

and there is no radical distinction to be established between 'clock'

time and duration. Also, any radical distinction between the real

or fundamental self and the superficial self becomes untenable.

Chapter Three begins with an explanation of the necessity

for intuition in order to ret~rn to the fundamental self, to our

immediate experience and to comprehend duration. Continuous change

is shovffi to be necessary for the self to endure; and consciousness

is always changing due to the ,activity of memory. Duration as

experienced in consciousness, is seen to be characterized by
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creativity, heteI1ogeneity, unforeseeability and freedom. What is

required to grasp this duratiol1, to return to immediate experience,

is a divorce from the reflecti'iTe or theoretical level of the normally

functioning intellect. Hhat I believe to be Bergson's error with res

pect to the intellect and its spatializing activities l:vi1lbe discussed

below.

An account is given explaining why scientific methodology

and the intellect fail to complrehend these living forces, and Bergson

concludes that we must transcend the intellect inorder to think

philosophically and direct philosophy into a more satisfactory

path. Intellect is reserved to the domain of science.

New functions of thought must then be developed by the

philosopher to return to the lE~vel of immediate conscious experience.

A thorough understanding is required of what normally prevents this

and how to return to this level. The maj or reasons are given for

this distortion and confusion by the intellect - confusion of

space and time, artificial and fundamental selves, objective conditions

and subjective experience, and so on.

Bergson explains how it: is that language is largely responsible

for these errors; the essential and inevitable nature of language

is such that what is given in j~tuition can never be adequately

expressed or communicated in language. When it is, 'image' is more

appropriate than concepts. The entire realm of conceptual thought

is such that it cannot represent real movement, change, dUlration,

novelty, subjective states etc. It is restricted to the domain of the
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material, the static, the mechanical. Generally this view of change

and movement as secondary, is prompted as well by our mode of

perception.

Let us return to Some of the statements Bergson makes with

respect to the capacity of lan.guage to communicate reality, that is,

change. As state0 earlier, I am suggesting that Bergson's theory

concerning the nature and limi.tations of language is untenable.

He judges the p01l1er of words a,nd concepts to express reality, by

isolating or abstracting the "to]'ord or concept from the concrete

situation in which it is used.

Bergson claims, for instance, that words have definite and

precise meanings only when the~y denote an object. When the word be

comes applicable to many things, it loses that meaning and compre

hension is diminished. If we take a word with a variety of different

meanings and write it on a page, Bergson's claim is correct - the

word itself has no clear meanj~g and communicates nothing. This,

however, is not how 'tole use words and expressions and communicate.

As soon as we use the expression in a sentence and use the sentence

in an appropriate situation the intended meaning, if used in accordance

with ordinary language, will become clear.

Bergson is correct in maintaining that many of the signs and

symbols employed in the scienc~esJ in mathematical formulae for in

stance, could not represent movement or change generally. There is

a difficulty as well with certain abstract concepts, for ,example,

memory, in that they tend to be treated in our language as if they

represented things, and hence one could attribute properties to them.
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The difficulty of clarificationwith respect to some conceptual

terms, however, does not imply their failure to communicate reality,

and implies little for concepts and language generally. We need only

consider the following abstract concepts and general terms - education,

government, churdh, rule, party, factory, butter-fly, smoke, dream,

song, and so on; the images, ideas, memories, perceptions that are

brough to mind do~ all imply fixed, static or mechanical states

of affairs. Yet ~ergson claims that all our concepts together wou~d

represent a static material world. Consider the sign that reads "fire 

beware"; could it 'denote a fixed aspect of reality under an arrested

form'?

Another condition of the sign, according to Bergson, is that

it cannot express what is subjective and personal; the use of words

'covers' and conceals our psychic states. Again I suggest that this

is only the case when we think, of isolated words and expressions

abstracted from the concrete situation in which they are used. An

expression of love, for instan,ce, written on this page, would not

convey a passionate subjective feeling, or any feeling at all. Yet we

could describe many varied situations in which it would. For a concept

or general term to communicate an experience and ee understood clearly,

what is required is some knowledge of the situation to which it refers

or in which it is being used. For expressions of personal feeling etc.

this would incluae knowledge of persons - in the general sense, and

necessarily in the particular.

The general nature of language, Bergson contends, is determined

by the function it serves; and that is, the needs of life - particularly
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common activity, including action on matter or construction. Language

is 'meant' for activity and not for speculation. For this purpose

language either prescribes or describes. If action, of any sort,

is required in order to meet practical needs then there must

necessarily be expressions which communicate action, movement and

change. Yet Bergson claims to deduce the forms of intelligence from

this function and concludes that the forms are static, spatial and

mechanical.

It may be the case that some or many linguistic expressions

infer that stability is primary and change secondary; but Bergson's

position could not follow - that language inevitably and necessarily

fails to express and communicat,e change, movement or real time.

As language for Bergson, follows the dictates of the intell

igence, we will examine the argument given for the limitations of

the mind.

In the previous chapter we discussed Bergson's reply to three

major questions that emerged. First, the method of intuition is shown

to be applicable to every aspect of reality - the whole world of the

living, and is not limited to al~ investigation of one's own conscious

ness. Secondly, through a study of evolution, Bergson demonstrates

that duration is fundamental to the life of the universe as a whole,

clarifies the nature of intellelct in a comparison with instinct, and

shows the need for intuition. Finally Bergsonconsiders the transition

from inner duration to the time or duration of physical objects

external to us and argues in support of a single universal time.
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An account is also given of the necessary connection of memory,

consciousness and duration vis-a-vis both the universe and man.

Finally the major distinctions between intellect and intuition are

drawn and the relative truth 'J'alues of science - the domain of

the intellect, and philosophy I' that of intuition, are considered.

One of Bergson's aims in the study of evolution, was to

show that the intellect (ordinary rational thought) is incapable of

any other than a mechanical interpretation of the universe. He

demonstrates that the form of intelligence evolved to fulfill a

definite function and to do Sc) it must remain spatial and mechanical

- foreign to the nature of duration.

Bergson arrives at thE~ position where he considers instinct

and intelligence to be the highest manifestations of living tendencies.

He examines these to determinE~ how an organism manifests life. In

instinct and intelligence he sees two modes of psychical activity

and two methods of action on I~tter. He concludes that life is man

ifested in an organism's action on matter. He speculates that the

original feature of intelligence was the manufacture of objects,

especially tools, and deducesthat the internal structure ,of intelli

gence contained a knowledge of relations or forms. There is an

innate tendency in intellect to establish relations and this implies

unconscious knowledge of certain key relations, for exam~le, identity,

cause and effect, container-contained - all of tiThichare inherently

spatial.

Here Bergson has considered the function as action on matter,

or fabrication, deduced the form , and states the capacities and
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limitations of the intelligence accordingly. Essentially the intelli

gence treats everything as sta.ble, spatial,discrete, mechanical and

immobile. Theref0re anything that is living is isolated in space and

fixed in time. Lc;mguage is one: of the results of this spatializing

activity of the mind.

There are three genera.l points of criticism to be made against

this hypothesis. First: the original feature of the intellect is said

to be construction - action on inert matter. However, that is not

to say it was the only function the intellect served nor that it re

mains the primary function. The nature of the intellect as we under

stand it may have nothing to do with the original purpose and

structure. Secondly: Bergson just assumes the form is logically

deducible from the function and that the resulting characteristics

are all inclusive and invariable. The final point is the same as

that raised earlier in connection with language. If the intelligence

is relative to the needs of action then change would not be foreign.

If Bergson's view of the nature of the intelligence is in

correct, his understanding of language is as well. Quantity would

not therefore imply spatiality and the radical distinction between

quality and quantity could not be established, nor could that

between space andtime.
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